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Background and Purpose
In 2006, Lithgow City Council had the foresight to prepare for the future with the development of
Our Place….Our Future Strategic Plan 2007 which set the direction for the local government area
at that time.
In October 2009, NSW Parliament passed the Local Government Amendment (Planning and
Reporting) Bill 2009 requiring all NSW local Councils to develop an Integrated Planning and
Reporting Framework consisting of a 10 year Community Strategic Plan, Resourcing Strategy
(Long-term Financial Plan, Workforce Plan and Strategic Asset Management Plan), 4 year
Delivery Program and Annual Operations Plan.
Developed in consultation with the community the plan must:














Have a long term focus, with a minimum of 10 years;
Address the key issues of the quadruple bottom line; social, environmental, economic and
civic leadership;
Be delivered as a partnership between Council, state agencies, community groups and
individual community members;
Consider the State Plan and any relevant state or regional plans and strategies;
Have regard for an adopted community engagement strategy, showing how the council will
consult with its community to develop the Community Strategic Plan;
Provide for a resourcing strategy that reflects how Lithgow City Council will manage
community assets and structure its workforce plan and long-term financial strategy to
meet the aspects of the plan for which it has responsibility;
Provide direction for a Council four-year Delivery Program and annual Operational Plan
which outlines how Council will contribute to the implementation of the long term plan;
Give consideration to the expected levels of service expressed by the community;
Include a community vision statement, strategic objectives and strategies for achieving the
objectives;
Identify assessment methods for determining whether the objectives are being achieved;
Outline how progress in implementing the plan will be measured and monitored;
Provide for the Council to progressively report to the community on progress and
achievements; and
Have regard for social justice and sustainability guiding principles.

Due to its existing strategic management framework, Council is well positioned to undertake the
changes outlined in the new integrated planning and reporting framework.
The Strategic Plan 2007 has greatly influenced the way Council strategically plans for the future
of the Lithgow local government area. As the highest level plan, it has guided Council’s decision
making processes and annual management and budgetary planning.
Our Place….Our Future Community Strategic Plan 2025 replaces the Strategic Plan 2007 and has
been developed in response to the changing needs of the community over the past four years as
established through a process of ongoing trends analysis and community engagement.

What is Our Place….Our Future, Community Strategic Plan 2025
A new planning and reporting framework for all NSW Councils’ was introduced in 2009. These
reforms replace Council’s Management Plan and Social Plan with an integrated framework. It
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also includes a new requirement to prepare a long-term Community Strategic Plan and
Resourcing Strategy.
A Community Strategic Plan is the highest level plan that a council will prepare. Its purpose is to
identify the community’s main priorities and aspirations for the future and to plan strategies for
achieving these goals. In doing this, the planning process considers the issues and pressures
that may affect the community and the level of resources that will realistically be available to
achieve its aspirations.
While Council has a custodial role in initiating, preparing and maintaining the Community
Strategic Plan on behalf of the community, it is not wholly responsible for its implementation.
Other partners, such as State Agencies and community groups may also be responsible for the
delivery of long term strategies in the plan. These responsibilities are also identified in the plan.

Benefits of the new planning framework
The development of Our Place….Our Future Community Strategic Plan 2025 is part of an ongoing
process of continuous improvement by Council which is reflected in changes to its strategic
management process in three key areas:

1.

Creation

The Creation of Our Place….Our Future is the result of continuing to listen and engage with the
community to develop short to medium term plans, studies and strategies. It shows that Council
has been listening to what the community has been saying and has been working hard to
implement the visions and aspirations of the community.

2.

Responsibility

Our Place….Our Future is a plan for the community by the community. It can only be delivered
in a true partnership between the community, Council and other important stakeholders. Whilst
Council will be the caretakers of the plan – monitoring results, implementing change in areas
Council controls and speaking up for the community on the broader issues it is not wholly
responsible for its delivery. Other partnerships such as State and Federal government agencies
and community/industry organisations and individuals may also be engaged in delivering the
long-term objectives of the plan.

3.

Delivery

Our Place….Our Future will improve transparency and the flow of information within the Lithgow
community. Each year, Council will release its Annual Report to the community, outlining
achievements against its four-year Delivery Program and Annual Operations Plan. In addition, an
End of Term Report by the outgoing Council will outline achievements in relation to community
visions and goals.

What is an engagement outcomes report?
This report outlines the approach to, and results of, consultation with the community undertaken
to develop Our Place….Our Future Community Strategic Plan 2025. The outcomes of the
consultation as detailed in this report will provide the basis for the development of a long-term
Community Strategic Plan for the Lithgow region.
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Community Engagement Strategy
Lithgow City Council adopted a comprehensive community engagement strategy to ensure a
broad range of opinions, ideas and visions were captured to help shape Our Place…Our Future
Community Strategic Plan 2025.
The potential issues identified which may be raised during the community engagement process
were:

How it all fits in – we’ve said it all before is this another plan to sit on the shelf?

Population growth

Possible rate increases

Roads, bridges and other transport infrastructure

Public transport – buses, trains

Bells Line of Road Expressway

Employment and recreational opportunities for young people.

Health and medical services

Tourism

Climate change

Natural Environment and Biodiversity

Ageing population

Waste Services

The unique character of our towns and villages

An efficient and effective Council

Economic growth in the business, industry and retail sectors.
To address the identified issues, Council included a proposed response/action within the
engagement strategy and further provides strategies to address these issues within the
Community Engagement Strategy 2025 as detailed in the table 1 below.
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Summary of key issues identified in
the Community Engagement
Strategy

Proposed Desired Outcomes that
address the issue.

How it all fits in – we’ve said it all before is this
another plan to sit on the shelf?

Each Principle Activity Area within the
Community Strategic Plan provides for the
review, monitoring and implementation of
current plans developed in consultation with
the community and the development of new
plans. Community Engagement is an ongoing
process.
2.1.1 - Planning Our Economic Growth–
To plan and manage growth in a sustainable
manner with emphasis on creating a diversified
economy underpinned by sound local
environmental planning.

Population growth

Possible rate increases
Roads,
bridges
infrastructure

and

other

transport

3.1.1 – Planning Our Built Environment To provide infrastructure to ensure the
sustainable growth and development of the
area including the provision of quality
recreational and community facilities.
5.2.3 – Corporate Management – To
ensure the operations of Council are managed
to achieve identified outcomes.
3.1.1 – Planning Our Built Environment To provide infrastructure to ensure the
sustainable growth and development of the
area including the provision of quality
recreational and community facilities.
3.2.3 – Cycleways and Walkways – To
establish a system of cycleways and pedestrian
paths to provide links between major cultural
and recreational facilities and town centres.

Public transport – buses, trains

3.2.9 – Transport – to provide road
infrastructure that meets the needs of
residents.
3.1.1 – Planning Our Built Environment To provide infrastructure to ensure the
sustainable growth and development of the
area including the provision of quality
recreational and community facilities.
3.2.9 – Transport - to provide road
infrastructure that meets the needs of
residents.
3.2.9 – Transport - to have improved
transport linkages with Sydney
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Summary of key issues identified in
the Community Engagement
Strategy
Bells Line of Road Expressway

Employment and recreational opportunities for
young people.

Health and medical services

Tourism

Proposed Desired Outcomes that
address the issue.
3.1.1 – Planning Our Built Environment To provide infrastructure to ensure the
sustainable growth and development of the
area including the provision of quality
recreational and community facilities.
3.2.9 – Transport - to have improved
transport linkages with Sydney.
1.1.1 – Planning Our Community – To
provide social and cultural planning that will
lead to the enhancement of the quality of life
of the community.
1.2.12 – Youth – to improve the quality of life
of the LGA’s youth.
1.1.1 – Planning Our Community – To
provide social and cultural planning that will
lead to the enhancement of the quality of life
of the community
1.2.7 – Health – to provide a range of health
services which meet the needs of the
community.
2.1.1 – Planning Our Economic Growth –
to plan and manage growth in a sustainable
manner with emphasis on creating a diversified
economy underpinned by sound local
environmental planning.
2.2.7 – Tourism – To create a strong tourism
industry that maximises benefits from visitors
to the LGA.
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Summary of key issues identified in
the Community Engagement
Strategy
Climate change
Natural Environment and Biodiversity

Ageing population

Waste Services

Proposed Desired Outcomes that
address the issue.
4.1.1
–
Planning
Our
Natural
Environment – to identify, preserve and

improve our natural heritage and biodiversity
whilst ensuring the water security and
sewerage capacity of the region for sustainable
growth and development.

4.2 – Our Natural Environment Programs
– Section 4.2 covers all areas of the natural
environment including:

4.2.1 – Climate Change

4.2.2 – Land

4.2.3 – Air

4.2.4 – Biodiversity

4.2.5 – Water

4.2.6 – Natural Heritage

4.2.7 – Waste and Recycling
1.1.1 – Planning Our Community – To
provide social and cultural planning that will
lead to the enhancement of the quality of life
of the community
1.2.2 – Ageing Population - To respond to
the needs of an ageing population.
3.1.1 – Planning Our Built Environment To provide infrastructure to ensure the
sustainable growth and development of the
area including the provision of quality
recreational and community facilities.

Planning
Our
Natural
–
Environment – to identify, preserve and

4.1.1

improve our natural heritage and biodiversity
whilst ensuring the water security and
sewerage capacity of the region for sustainable
growth and development.

The unique character of our towns and villages

4.2.5 – Waste and Recycling – to
implement the waste management hierarchy of
avoidance, reuse, recycle and dispose.
1.1.1 – Planning Our Community – To
provide social and cultural planning that will
lead to the enhancement of the quality of life
of the community.
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Summary of key issues identified in
the Community Engagement
Strategy
An efficient and effective Council

Economic growth in the business, industry and
retail sectors.

Proposed Desired Outcomes that
address the issue.
5.1 – Planning Our Council – To ensure
integrated corporate plans set the long term
direction for the LGA and Council.
5.2 – Our Council Programs – Section 5.2
covers all areas of the Council’s corporate
operations including:

5.2.1 – Civic Leadership

5.2.2 – Communication

5.2.3 – Corporate Management

5.2.5 – Employer of Choice

5.2.7
–
Information
Systems
Management
2.1.1 – Planning Our Economic Growth –
to plan and manage growth in a sustainable
manner with emphasis on creating a diversified
economy underpinned by sound local
environmental planning.
2.2 – Our Economic Growth Programs –
Section 2.2 covers all areas of Economic
Growth and development across all sectors
including:

2.2.1 – Arts and Culture

2.2.2 – Branding and Development

2.2.3
–
Business
and
Industry
Development and Support.

2.2.4 – Leadership and Communication

2.2.5 – Education and Training

2.2.6 – Local Environmental Planning
and Development.

2.2.7 - Tourism
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Communication Plan
The key engagement messages included in the Strategy were as follows:


Our Place…Our Future is a plan by our community, for our community. It will be the



result of active conversation and partnership between Council, the community, business
and government departments.
Our Place….Our Future is a chance for everyone to be involved in the future of the



Lithgow region. We want people to think about what our community needs and speak up
about it.
Our Place….Our Future gives us a chance to tell the world about what makes the



Lithgow region great, and how we are planning to make it even better.
Our Place…Our Future is not just a plan for the Council, but the many organisations that



operate in our community.
Council will use Our Place…Our future to guide decision-making on its services and



service standards, and how the community’s assets are managed into the future.
The development of Our Place…Our Future required long-term thinking – we can’t do



everything at once, but this plan will give us a path to follow into the future.
Lithgow City Council will be the caretakers of the plan – monitoring results, implementing
change in areas Council controls and speaking up for the community on the broader
issues.

How was Our Place…Our Future promoted to the Community?
Council Promotion
The following activities were undertaken to encourage community interest and input into Our
Place….Our Future Draft Community Strategic Plan 2025.
Integrated Planning and Reporting Website
www.lithgow.nsw.gov.au/integratedPlanning was developed and is included as Appendix 1 of this
report. The website has been developed to promote all aspects of the Integrated Planning and
Reporting Framework and will be continuing to be upgraded and maintained following adoption
of the Community Strategic Plan, Resource Strategy, Delivery Program and Operations Plan. It
will report on progress with implementation and be an informative resource for the community on
the future direction of the Lithgow region.
Media Releases
Three media releases were issued to local and regional media, included on Council’s intranet site,
website and the Integrated Planning and Reporting Website as follows:

21 November 2011 – Council is continuing to plan for the future of the Lithgow area.

23 November 2011 – Our Place…..Our Future – Tell us what you think will make the
Lithgow Region a better place to live in 2025.

14 December 2011 – The Lithgow Region – A Great Place to Live.
‘Council Connections’ Community Newsletter
In the lead up to the development of the Draft Community Strategic Plan 2025, information was
included in Council’s community newsletter ‘Council Connections’ which is letterbox dropped to all
householders within the local government area (10,000+).

December 2009 Edition – A new way forward for Local Government

June 2010 Edition – Initiatives for Governance and Administration Services 2010/11.
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June 2011 Edition – Strategic Planning Leads the Way to a Sustainable Future and
Community Strategic Plan 2021 “Our Place, Our Future” notification of future exhibition.

Mail Outs
The Community Strategic Plan identified an extensive (but not conclusive) list of stakeholders to
be invited to provide a submission and/or participate in either the Community Leaders Forum
(held on 12 December) or the Youth Forum (postponed until early 2012). Local schools were
also invited to participate by writing a ‘Postcard to the Mayor’. Cooerwull Public School
kindergarten students and Zig Zag Public School years 5 and 6 students participated in this
program. The follow actions were undertaken:

E-mail

An invitation to provide a submission to the Draft Community Strategic Plan was sent to the
following e-mail lists:

Council Connections – a list of 115 persons and/or organisations wishing to receive
information on council activities.

Land Use Strategy database – A database of residents who had expressed an interest
in the Draft Land Use Strategy or made a submission on the document. Those who had
supplied e-mail addresses were also contacted regarding the Draft Community Strategic
Plan – 156 e-mail addresses.

Council staff – an e-mail was sent to all employees of council on the internal e-mail
listing inviting comment on the Draft Community Strategic Plan.

A message (see below) directing the community to the Community Satisfaction Survey on
the website was included in Council’s automatic response message for e-mails sent to
council@lithgow.nsw.gov.au .
Dear Sir/Madam
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Council acknowledges receipt of your email. It will be referred to the appropriate department for
their attention.
Should you wish to add further information prior to their response, please contact Council’s
Customer Service Officers on (02) 6354 9999.

Council is currently developing the Community Strategic Plan 2025, Our Place…Our Future. A
Community Satisfaction Survey has been developed as part of the process to ascertain:
a) how important various facilities and services are to the community, and
b) the level of satisfaction with facilities and services.
The survey may be completed online at www.lithgow.nsw.gov.au/integratedPlanning/ and
submitted via e-mail or printed and completed manually.
By completing the survey you will be making a valuable contribution to the development of the
Community Strategic Plan and the future direction of the LGA. The survey will be open until 16
December 2011.
LITHGOW CITY COUNCIL
PH (02) 6354 9999 | FAX (02) 6351 4259
Please consider our environment before printing this email.
The views expressed in this email are not necessarily those of the Lithgow City Council unless otherwise stated. The organisation
does not warrant that this message is free of viruses or any other defect or error. This message and any files transmitted with it
are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this
message in error please contact the author.

Post










31 Government Departments and Agencies were sent a copy of the Draft Community
Strategic Plan 2025 and supporting documents on CD and invited to either provide input
via a written submission or attend the Community Leaders Forum held on 12 December
2011.
4 Local Politicians were sent a copy of the Draft Community Strategic Plan 2025 and
supporting documents on CD and invited to provide a submission in writing.
17 Infrastructure and Service Providers were sent a copy of the Draft Community
Strategic Plan 2025 and supporting documents on CD and invited to provide a submission
in writing.
21 External Reference Groups and Advisory Committees were sent a copy of the
Draft Community Strategic Plan 2025 and supporting documents on CD and invited to
either provide input via a written submission or attend the Community Leaders Forum held
on 12 December 2011.
73 Local Organisations and Interest Groups were sent hard copies of the Draft
Community Strategic Plan 2025 and supporting documents and invited to provide input via
a written submission or to attend the Community Leaders Forum held on 12 December
2011.
32 Local Youth Organisations and Schools were sent hard copies of the Draft
Community Strategic Plan 2025 and supporting documents and invited to provide input via
a written submission or to attend the Youth Forum on 14 December 2011. However, due
to lack of response it was agreed to postpone this forum until early in 2012 and work with
the Lithgow Youth Council to coordinate the forum.
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Promotion by external organisations/bodies
On 11 November, the Capertee Valley Alliance Inc posted a copy of the e-mail sent to their
organisation inviting them to provide a submission on the Draft Community Strategic Plan on
their blog. A copy of this posting has been included as Appendix 2 of this report.

Consultation Outcomes
Community Leaders Forum
On 12 December 2011, Council convened a Community Leaders Forum to provide the community
with an opportunity to identify and discuss any areas that may require further development
within the Draft Community Strategic Plan. Furthermore, the forum enabled Council to ensure
that we have captured the aspirations of the community for the future of the Lithgow region
within the Draft Community Strategic Plan 2025.
An invitation to attend the Community Leaders Forum along with copies of the Draft Community
Strategic Plan 2025 was provided to Government Departments and Agencies (31), External
Reference Groups and Advisory Committees (21), Local Organisations and Interest Groups (73).
Although the forum was only attended by 7 representatives from local community organisations a
great deal of discussion covering a broad range of community issues from across the local
government area (see appendix 3) was had.
To open the session, attendees were invited to introduce themselves and tell the group ‘What
they felt was special about our region’. The following key values or messages came out of this
discussion were:






‘Our Environment’ – Peaceful, pristine bushlands there to be enjoyed and protected.
‘Our People’’ – A friendly place with a country atmosphere where someone is always willing

to lend a hand.
‘Our Location’ – Close to everything, we are the gateway to the Blue Mountains, Sydney
and the Central West.
‘Our Heritage’ – A unique heritage with a bright future.
‘Our City’ – A city of learning in a clean and friendly environment.

The group felt that there is a greater need to promote the area both locally and on a national
and international scale and that what the local community values about the area provides
important messages to be used to sell the area.
The forum was then thrown open to general discussion and the key ideas and issues raised have
been summarised and included in this report under Community Comments along with Council’s
response.
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Survey
As part of the consultation process, a Community Satisfaction Survey was undertaken. Hard
copies of the Survey were widely distributed with sent out in all stakeholder mail outs including a
return addressed envelope. It was also made available electronically on Councils website and in
hard copy at the Administration Centre and Libraries. 57 responses were received. The
responses will be used to inform the Community Strategic Plan and also as baseline data which
will be built on annually. Our Place…Our Future Community Engagement Report – 2011
Community Satisfaction Survey provides a full summary of the results of the survey and can be
read in conjunction with this report or as a stand alone document.

Trevor from Wallerawang provided additional information including this small drawing with his
survey.
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Community Comments
Caring for Our Community
Key ideas/issues raised

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments.

Increased Police presence in CBD
Raised profile for Neighbourhood
programs.
Youth violence

Watch

1.2.10 – Safety – To facilitate a Safe
Community
The issue of Police presence is being discussed
in community Safety Precinct and other joint
Council/Police/Community meetings.

Neighbourhood Watch is not part of the Crime
Prevention Plan nor of Crime Prevention
Committee activities.
Malicious damage issues are to be addressed
through implementation of the Crime
Prevention Grant received from the Attorney
General’s Department.

Street Lighting

Undertake a review of street lighting

Increase street lighting on Great
Western Highway between La Salle and
Strathlone.
Additional CCTV Cameras in the CBD.

Work with business owners to ensure
their CCTV Cameras are maintained and
available for use by Police.

1.2.10 – Safety – To facilitate a Safe
Community

Lobby for transition care
outpatients from the Hospital.

1.2.2 – Ageing Population – To respond to
the needs of an ageing population.

facilities

for

1.2.10 – Safety – To facilitate a Safe
Community

An ongoing program of the installation of CCTV
Cameras is proposed as part of the Delivery
Program.
The cameras are regularly
maintained and the vision is directly linked to
the Police Station for Police use.

1.2.7 – Health – Provide a range of health
services which meet the needs of the
community.
The Lithgow Ageing Strategy recommends that
Council establish an s355 Council Health
Committee to improve local health services.

“Extra lighting in public places”
Marion, Wallerawang
Community Satisfaction Survey 2011
Q41. What are the changes you would like to see in the LGA in the next 20 years?
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Caring for Our Community
Key ideas/issues raised

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments.

Ageing Community

Lobby education providers to attract and
train health care workers to cater for
future demand.

Lobby to maintain/increase Specialist
Health Services in the area to cater for
future

Lobby for additional funding to increase
Translinc and respite hostel services

1.2.2 – Ageing Population – To respond to
the needs of an ageing population.

Aged Care Facilities/Retirement Homes

Encourage
the
development
of
progressive Ageing Facilities to allow
couples to remain together.

Encourage Retirement Homes to have
emergency vital calls in rooms.

Encourage Retirement Villages to have
24 hour Nurse Carers on call.

1.2.2 – Ageing Population – To respond to
the needs of an ageing population.

Increased Library resources and more books.

1.2.8 - Library Programs – To provide
learning opportunities and quality library
facilities that meet the needs of the
community.

1.2.7 – Health – Provide a range of health
services which meet the needs of the
community.
The Lithgow Ageing Strategy recommends that
the needs of couples be considered in
residential aged care planning.
The Lithgow Ageing Strategy recommends that
the needs of couples be considered in
residential aged care planning.

Furthermore,
there
are
no
legislative
requirements to address these issues. Council,
at application stage, can make mention of
these types of issues but they cannot be
enforced.

Council has over the past two years increased
the allocation of funds for library books and
other resources including the upgrade of
Library facilities.
A Housebound Service Pilot Program will
commence shortly.
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Strengthening Our Economy
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments.

Reinstatement of the Council Grants Officer
Position.

This item was costed and provided to Council
for consideration during the draft budget
process.

Consistency and quality of signage throughout
the LGA to unify the area.

Identification of towns, villages, suburbs
and localities.

Identification of key points of interest –
CBD’s, parking, toilets, VIC, amenities,
sporting fields, parks.

TASAC signage to Villages, localities and
attractions.

Rest stops/parks in towns and villages
with information bays identifying flora,
fauna, attractions and history for that
locality.

Visitor information in Main Street for
train travellers.

Larger signage to Blast Furnace Park in
Inch Street

Directional signage on Main Street to
sporting and cultural facilities on the
other side of the railway line.

Encourage business owners to install WiFi
service to allow internal usage and encourage
street café culture.

2.1 – Planning our Economic Growth – to
manage growth in a sustainable manner with
emphasis on creating a diversified economy
underpinned by sound local environmental
planning.
2.2.1 – Arts and Culture - To promote,
develop and utilise the creative talents of the
Lithgow region.
2.2.7 – Tourism - to create a strong tourism
industry that maximises benefits from visitors
to the LGA.


The need to develop a Tourism Signage
plan has been identified in the CSP.

TASAC requirements and guidelines are
very stringent. However an audit of
local attractions and areas could be
undertaken to identify areas that fit
within the guidelines and applications be
developed.

Council has included an allocation for
signage in the Draft Operations Plan for
2012/13. In addition funding has been
received from Destination NSW to install:
o Town Entrance Signage –
Capertee
o Tourism Signage – Wang and
Portland.
o Directional Signage – Lithgow
There are no legislative requirements to
address these issues. Council, at application
stage, can make mention of these types of
issues but they cannot be enforced.
Council has installed WiFi service at Lithgow,
Wallerawang and Portland Libraries.
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Strengthening Our Economy
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments.

Undertake a feasibility study into the potential
re-development of the Gas Works Site and
Council Depot to cater to the development of
the University of Western Sydney College in the
Hoskins Building and linkages to the Cultural
Precinct.
Identify the need for local services to cater to
commuters and people waiting for adjoining
trains within the rail/CBD precinct.

This is not required. The University of Western
Sydney Campus is not proposed for the
gasworks site.

Attract business and industry to Lithgow

2.2.3
–
Business
and
Industry
Development and Support – to expand
Lithgow’s economic base and encourage local
employment
opportunities
through
the
promotion and facilitation of business and
industry development and support services.
2.2. – Our Economic Growth Programs –

– The following Sections in 2.2 target the
attraction of business and industry to the
Lithgow LGA:

2.2.1 – Arts and Culture

2.2.2 – Branding and Marketing

2.2.3
–
Business
and
Industry
Development and Support.

2.2.4 – Leadership and Communication

2.2.5 – Education and Training

2.2.6 – Local Environmental Planning
and Development

2.2.7 - Tourism

Identify ‘Green Industry’ and promote the
‘Green Credentials’ of the area.

2.2.3
–
Business
and
Industry
Development and Support – to expand
Lithgow’s economic base and encourage local
employment
opportunities
through
the
promotion and facilitation of business and
industry development and support services.

Review Council’s small business planning
requirements to provide levels of consent
linked to a 5 year business plan identify
infrastructure commitments in-line with future
growth and success of the business.

Development consents relate to the impact of a
development not business planning of
individual businesses. If a business owner
wishes to upgrade aspects required in the
consent on a staged basis then this will always
be considered, if requested, within legislative
and building code requirements.
If contributions are payable under the consent
and the consent allows for unspecified
expenditure in a particular area, the community
would be consulted.

Liaise with the Capertee community on the
distribution of Section 94 Contributions from
the Airley Coal Mine.
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Strengthening Our Economy
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments.

Increased commitment to Eskbank House
Museum for the preservation of collections.

2.2.7 – Tourism - To create a strong tourism
industry that maximises benefits from visitors
to the LGA.

Investigate options for Farmers Markets

1.2.3 – Arts and Culture – To provide a
range of programs celebrating the cultural
diversity and rich heritage of our local
government area.
2.2.3
–
Business
and
Industry
Development Support – to expand Lithgow’s
economic
base
and
encourage
local
employment
opportunities
through
the
promotion and facilitation of business and
industry development and support services.
Fresh Produce and Artisans Markets were held
as part of the 2012 Lithgow Flash Gift. Further
meetings have been held to discuss the
establishment of quarterly markets in the
Lithgow CBD.

“Farmers Markets please encourage then we won’t
have to go to Bathurst!”
Unattributed
Community Satisfaction Survey 2011
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Public Rest Room Facilities
Upgrade/install public toilets at:

Pioneer Park – upgrade toilets

Clarence Pirie Park

Queen Elizabeth Park – install toilets
near children’s playground.

Hassans Walls Lookout – environmental
toilet.

Watsford/Conran Oval – replace toilet
block

Skatepark – Install toilets

Investigate security options for toilets at
Wang Dam and near Portland Pool to
alleviate vandalism.

Improve lighting and directional signage
to all toilets.

Cook Plaza/Main Street – Install toilets.

3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment –
To provide infrastructure to ensure the
sustainable growth and development of the
area including the provision of quality
recreational and community facilities.

Installation of facilities which include:

Baby Change/parents room

Disabled access and areas for adult
assistance with personal care (full adult
table).
Parks and Gardens

Investigate and develop Adventure
Playground.

District Parks developed at Wallerawang
and Portland.

Develop Clarence Pirie Park, Capertee
and adjoining lands to cater for high use.

Include BBQ’s in picnic areas.

Informational signage bays

Shade shelters and plantings for
Children’s areas.

3.2.3
–
Community
commercial/Industrial
Buildings
–
Maintain commercial and industrial buildings to
meet the needs of the community and service
Council operations.
A program of public toilet installations and/or
upgrades is proposed in the Delivery Program
2012-2016.
In addition, Council is investigating the
establishment of an Access Committee to
develop a Disability Action Plan for Lithgow
which will consider the accessibility of
footpaths, shops, public toilets, pools, trains,
transport and other issues and identify
Council’s role in addressing the needs of the
frail aged and people with a disability.

3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment –
To provide infrastructure to ensure the
sustainable growth and development of the
area including the provision of quality
recreational and community facilities.
3.2.9 – Parks and Gardens – to develop
parks and gardens that will meet the needs of
the community now and into the future.
Funding options for the development of an
Adventure Playground are currently under
consideration as part of Council’s long-term
financial planning for the years 2021-22, 202223 and 2023-24.
A program of passive park improvements and
upgrade of Queen Elizabeth Park has been
considered in the development of the Draft
Delivery Program 2012-2016.
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Upgrade to Hassans Walls Lookout and
Reserve:

Walkways/boardwalk to Padley’s Lookout

Seating at viewing areas.

Interpretive signage.

Install environmental toilet

Upgrade to bitumen access and formed
walkways.

3.2.10 – Recreational Facilities - To
develop recreational facilities that will meet the
needs of the community now and into the
future.
A flora and fauna study has been developed to
identify and map flora and fauna communities
in the Reserve.
$250,000 has been allocated in 2011-2012 to
install a boardwalk, interpretive signage and
seating at Hassans Walls.

Continue to lobby and work towards reopening Pearsons Lookout.
Lake Wallace, Wallerawang

Fencing around picnic area to protect
small
children
and
people
with
disabilities.

Investigate the development of this park
to district park level.

Install
BBQ’s
near
playground
equipment.

Make the beach near the sailing club
bigger.

3.2.10 – Recreational Facilities - To
develop recreational facilities that will meet the
needs of the community now and into the
future.
3.2.9 – Parks and Gardens – to develop
parks and gardens that will meet the needs of
the community now and into the future

3.2.10 – Recreational Facilities - To
develop recreational facilities that will meet the
needs of the community now and into the
future
A program of passive park improvements has
been considered in the development of the
Delivery Program 2012-2016.
Upgrading Lake Wallace to District Park level is
being considered in Council’s long-term
financial planning for 2019-20.
Development of Plans of Management for
“Community” classified lands, “Operational”
classified lands and other recreational facilities
e.g. Lake Wallace have been considered in the
development of the Draft 2012-2016 Delivery
Program.

“Lake Wallace needs better BBQ’s near playground
equipment. Also make a bigger ‘beach’ area at sailing
club i.e. more sand. Otherwise, always looks great.
Well done!
Our Place…Our Future Community Engagement Report
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Trevor, Wallerawang
Community Satisfaction Survey 2011

Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Walkways and Cycleways

Install a fitness/obstacle course

Install walkways and cycleways at Cullen
Bullen

Install seating along walkways and
cycleways.

3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment –
To provide infrastructure to ensure the
sustainable growth and development of the
area including the provision of quality
recreational and community facilities
3.2.4 – Cycleways and Walkways - To
establish a system of cycleways and pedestrian
paths to provide links between major cultural
and recreational facilities and town centres.
Continuation
of
the
Geordie
Street
Cycleway/Footpath linking Geordie Street to
McDonalds will be undertaken during 2012/13.
Stages 2 and 3 of the Farmers Creek Cycleway
have been considered in the development of
the Draft Delivery Program for 2013-2015.

Skatepark

Install toilets

Install shade

3.2.10 – Recreational Facilities - To
develop recreational facilities that will meet the
needs of the community now and into the
future.
A program of passive park improvements has
been included in the Delivery Program 20122016

Aquatic Centre
Continue to develop the Aquatic Centre and
Indoor Pool.

3.2.10 – Recreational Facilities - To
develop recreational facilities that will meet the
needs of the community now and into the
future.

Stage 1 is currently under construction.
Funding for Construction of Stage 2 is being
considered in Council’s long-term financial
planning to commence in 2017/18.

“Adventure Playground and fitness obstacle course can
be a healthy active option...”
Unattributed, Lithgow
Community Satisfaction Survey 2011
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Central Business District’s

More public seating in CBD’s.

Review the current parking in and
around the CBD and project the need for
future development.

Traffic flow in Main Street to be retained
as two-way.

Review disabled parking in line with
ageing population.

Encourage building improvements to
Main Street Businesses.

Undertake Master Planning/Main Street
Programs in Lithgow, Wang and
Portland.

3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment – To
provide infrastructure to ensure the sustainable
growth and development of the area including
the provision of quality recreational and
community facilities.
Council provides a subsidy of $2,500 on a $ for
$ basis to CBD business owners to encourage
the upgrade of shopfront facades.
The
program allows for minor repairs, maintenance,
and reinstatement of traditional windows,
awnings or decorations as well as traditional
colour schemes. This is regularly promoted
through local media and Council Connections.
Master Planning for the CBD’s of Lithgow,
Wallerawang and Portland has been considered
in the development of the Draft Delivery
Program 2012-2016.

Lake Pillans Wetland
Undertake a concept plan for the development
of Lake Pillans Wetland to include seating,
walkways and usage.

3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment – To
provide infrastructure to ensure the sustainable
growth and development of the area including
the provision of quality recreational and
community facilities.

Development of Plans of Management for
“Community” classified lands, “Operational”
classified lands and other recreational facilities
e.g. Lake Wallace have been considered in the
development of the Draft 2012-2016 Delivery
Program.
Heritage Management – Blast Furnace
Park
Undertake repairs to brickwork at Blast Furnace
Park where weeds have been removed.
Farmers Creek Corridor Concept Plan
As part of the future development of Farmers
Creek include additional seating in open space
areas and fitness stations for joggers etc.

3.2.6 – Heritage – To identify, preserve,
improve and promote the LGA’s indigenous and
non-indigenous built and natural heritage.
3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment – To
provide infrastructure to ensure the sustainable
growth and development of the area including
the provision of quality recreational and
community facilities

“Restoration of Main Street as the Heart of Lithgow”
Brian, Lithgow
Community Satisfaction Survey 2011
Q41. What are the changes you would like to see in the LGA in the next 20 years?
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Rural Roads

Continue to improve and upgrade rural
roads.

Review current practices to identify
issues with surface breakdown on rural
roads.

Rydal-Wallerawang
Road
needs
resurfacing for 1km.

Rydal/Hampton Road needs resheeting

Need to grade rural gravel roads more.

Drainage and edge grading needs to be
done.
Urban Streets and Lanes
Portland

Potholes in streets

East Portland bitumen roads are a
disgrace
Lithgow

Coalbrook Street – lot of heavy truck
activity and potholes particularly at the
bridge

Inch Street

Ordnance Avenue

3.2.14 – Transport – To provide road
infrastructure that meets the needs of
residents.

Urban Drainage
Drainage Improvements to:

First Street and La Salle (although has
improved since natural drain cleared)

Main Street and Viaduct.

Replace the Geordie Street Crossing with
a bridge.

3.2.14 – Transport – To provide road
infrastructure that meets the needs of
residents.

A program of road works for rural and urban
roads has been considered in the development
of the Delivery Program 2012-2016. The draft
program for rural roads under consideration in
the Draft Operational Plan for 2012-2013 has
been identified as follows:
Roads to Recovery funding

Glen Davis road

Dark Corner Road

Mid Hartley Road

Springvale Lane
Infrastructure Levy

Mid Hartley Road

Glen Davis road

10mm Reseals
Sealed Road Rehabilitation

Magpie Hollow Road

Glen Alice road

A program of works for Urban Drainage has
been considered in the development of the
Draft Delivery Program 2012-2016.
Works
under consideration for inclusion in the Draft
Operational Plan 2012-2013 are as follows:

Falnash Street/Green Street Portland.

Village Drainage - Capertee

“Patches, over patches, over patches. The Council people
employed doing this job are very helpful”
Tom, Lithgow
Community Satisfaction Survey 2011
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Bridges
Lobby the RTA to replace McKanes Bridge.

3.2.14 – Transport – To provide road
infrastructure that meets the needs of
residents.
A program of upgrades for Timber Bridges has
been considered in the development of the
Draft Delivery Program 2012-2016. The
following bridge upgrades under consideration
for inclusion in the Operational Plan 2012-2013
are as follows:

Palmers Oakey Bridge

Turon Gates Bridge

Mt Horrible Bridge

Glen Davis Bridge

Bus Shelters

Better lighting at bus shelters

Review location of the Eastern Mort
Street Bus Shelter – Dangerous.

Upgrade and modernise

Review current locations and demand.

Replace shelters damaged by motor
vehicles.

Investigate the installation of Perspex
shelters in the Main Street and Valley
Plaza.
Zig Zag Railway
Lobby for funding to assist the Zig Zag Railway
to improve entry access and car parking.
Lithgow Valley Plaza

Carpark needs to be resurfaced and
maintained.

Encourage the installation of bus shelters

Maintain grounds/gardens

Improve linkages – walkway/parking
between Lithgow Valley Plaza and
Pottery Shopping Complex.

3.2.14 – Transport – To provide road
infrastructure that meets the needs of
residents.
An allocation of $10,000 has been considered
in the development of the Draft Delivery
Program 2012-2016 for Bus Shelters in 20122013.

3.2.14 – Transport – To provide road
infrastructure that meets the needs of
residents.
Meetings are being held with the owners of the
shopping centre with a view to undertaking
improvements to the shopping centre.
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Footpaths

Improve wheelchair access to footpaths
particularly Rabaul Street.

Inspect footpaths for uneven surfacing.

Re-pave the laneway beside the Library

3.2.4 – Cycleways and Walkways - To
establish a system of cycleways and pedestrian
paths to provide links between major cultural
and recreational facilities and town centres.
In addition, Council resolved at its meeting of 5
March to establish an Access Committee to
develop a Disability Action Plan for Lithgow
which will consider the accessibility of
footpaths, shops, public toilets, pools, trains,
transport and other issues and identify
Council’s role in addressing the needs of the
frail aged and people with a disability.
An ongoing program of footpath upgrades has
been considered in the development of the
Draft 2012-2016 Delivery Program.
Works
under consideration for inclusion in the Draft
Operational Plan for 2012-2013 are as follows:
o Chifley Road – Mort Street/Hillcrest
Culverts.
o Main Street Pavers
o Village footpaths program – Capertee
Part funding for Mobility and Pedestrian
Upgrades
during
2013-2015
is
under
consideration in the development of the Draft
Section 94 Contributions Plan.

Road Transport
Investigate a long-term strategy for heavy
vehicle transport in Lithgow:

Diversion of heavy vehicle movements
by semi-trailers in the Main Street/Mort
Street area.

Investigation the possible introduction of
B-Doubles through the LGA.

3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment – To
provide infrastructure to ensure the sustainable
growth and development of the area including
the provision of quality recreational and
community facilities.
3.2.14 – Transport – To provide road
infrastructure that meets the needs of
residents.
Development of a Transport Strategy has been
considered in the development of the Draft
Delivery Program 2012-2016.

Rail Transport

Lobby for increased rail transport for
passengers and freight.

Lobby for improvements to the standard
of service for business commuter trains
and XPT to include internet accessibility

3.2.14 – Transport – to have improved
transport linkages with Sydney.
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Hermitage Site
Investigate options for the redevelopment of
the Hermitage Site.

Consideration of the future classification and
zoning of the subject land will be undertaken
as part of the preparation of the new principal
Local Environmental Plan. The projected
timeline for gazettal of the LEP late 2012.
Extensive community and government
authority consultation will be invited to
participate at the appropriate stages.

Reopen the old Squash Courts
Improve access to the Tennis Courts

This building is in private ownership.

3.2.10 – Recreational Facilities – to
develop recreational facilities that will meet the
needs of the community now and into the
future.

Marjorie Jackson Oval
Maintain/upgrade dirt road behind the soccer
field.

A program of works for active recreation areas
is proposed in the Delivery Program 20122016.

Community Halls

Develop a program to maintain/upgrade
community halls.

Install pathway to toilet block at the Vale
of Clwydd Hall.

3.2.3
–
Community
Commercial/Industrial
Buildings
–
Maintain commercial and industrial buildings to
meet the needs of the community and service
Council operations.
A program of community hall upgrades has
been considered in the development of Draft
Delivery Program 2012-2016 including:

Crystal Theatre – progressive upgrade

Wallerawang Memorial Hall – Planned
Door Replacement.

Civic Ballroom –Heating and Planned
repairs.

Hermitage Hall

To reserves for building improvements
for future years.

Upgrade the Vale Hall
Infrastructure Levy Program

Red Cross House: Roof Drainage
Painting

Golf Club

Union Theatre Upgrade

RFS Building Upgrade

Crystal Theatre Upgrade
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Develop a business/marketing plan for the
Civic Ballroom.

3.1 - Planning our Built Environment – To
provide infrastructure to ensure the sustainable
growth and development of the area including
the provision of quality recreational and
community facilities.
3.2.3
–
Community
Commercial/Industrial
Buildings
–
Maintain commercial and industrial buildings to
meet the needs of the community and service
Council operations.

Sewage Treatment Plants
Construct Sewage Treatment Plant or improve
onsite wastewater treatment at Cullen Bullen.

3.2.12 – Sewage Infrastructure - provide
sewage infrastructure to allow for the
sustainable growth and development of the
area.
The development of a Sewage Treatment Plant
has been identified in the Delivery Program
2012-2016.

Reinstate the Access Advisory Committee

Lobby for accessible public telephones

Encourage business and shops to install
spilt level counters to cater for people
with disabilities

Encourage public seating in shopping
centres and large department stores.

3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment – To
provide infrastructure to ensure the sustainable
growth and development of the area including
the provision of quality recreational and
community facilities.

Illegal dumping of waste by people outside the
area.

Coordinated education campaign with
National Parks and State Forest.

Concern that CCTV Cameras at rural tips
will be vandalised.

3.2.16 – Waste and Recycling – To
implement the waste management hierarchy of
avoidance, reuse, recycle and dispose.

There are no legislative requirements to
address these issues. Council, at application
stage, can make mention of these types of
issues but they cannot be enforced.
Council is investigating the establishment of
an Access Committee to develop a Disability
Action Plan for Lithgow which will consider the
accessibility of footpaths, shops, public toilets,
pools, trains, transport and other issues and
identify Council’s role in addressing the needs
of the frail aged and people with a disability.

Vandalism of cameras cannot be categorically
ruled out but measures are to be put in place
in relation to their installation to avoid this.
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Waste Management – Recycling

Extend the Clean-Up Collection

Extend the Greenwaste Collection

Review the garbage collection frequency
for Portland CBD

Upgrade the Recycling system

Bi-annual e-Waste collection.

Make recycling an industry

Oil recycling – Noxious /Toxic Waste
collection service
Portland Cement Works Site
Continue to lobby Boral to develop the Portland
Cement Works Site.

3.2.16 – Waste and Recycling – To
implement the waste management hierarchy of
avoidance, reuse, recycle and dispose.
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On 23 January 2012, Council considered
a report on the proposed heritage listing
of Raffan’s Mill, the Brick Bottle Kilns and
an area fronting Williwa Street and
resolved (Min. No. 12-18) THAT Council
indicate to the Heritage Branch that it
does not object to the listing of the
precincts shown on the attached plans
on the State Heritage Register.
On 13 February 2012 Council considered
a report in relation to a development
application 039/10DA by Boral to
develop a 12 lot subdivision on the site
and undertake some demolition works
and resolved (Min No. 12-40)THAT:
o Development application
039/10DA be approved subject
to the conditions as outlined in
the late addendum to the
report yet retaining the original
condition 4 pertaining to
‘Community Involvement’ of
Section 79C Assessment
report.
o Seek representation to the
relevant state Minister with
regard to the clean up of the
overall site.
o A DIVISION be called in
accordance with the
requirements of Section
375A(3) of the Local
Government Act, 1993.
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Enhancing Our Natural Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments.

Define and identify natural heritage areas in
National Parks and State Forests to protect
from damage by 4WD and Bikes

Signage and penalties.
Signage identifying trails in National Parks and
State Forests.

National Parks and Wildlife Service and State
Forests are aware of these issues and are
working on a strategy to reduce this from
occurring.
State Forest has started installing signage
along Glow Worm Tunnel and Blackfellas Hand
Trails.

Recovery plans for Endangered Ecological
Communities.

Undertake a Management Plan for MayinyGumarra-Gu; Blackfellow Hands Art Site to
protect and maintain the natural and
indigenous heritage of the site.
Identification of Indigenous Heritage Sites
throughout the LGA.

4.1 – Planning Our Natural Environment –
To identify, preserve and improve our natural
heritage and biodiversity whilst ensuring the
water security and sewerage capacity of the
region
for
sustainable
growth
and
development.

4.2.2 – Biodiversity – To protect and
enhance biodiversity through consultation and
development of partnerships.
4.1 – Planning Our Natural Environment –
To identify, preserve and improve our natural
heritage and biodiversity whilst ensuring the
water security and sewerage capacity of the
region
for
sustainable
growth
and
development.
4.2.5 – Natural Heritage – To identify,
preserve, improve and promote the LGA’s
indigenous and non-indigenous built and
natural heritage.
Development of Plans of Management for
“Community” classified lands, “Operational”
classified lands and other recreational facilities
e.g. Lake Wallace have been considered for
inclusion in the development of the Draft 20122016 Delivery Program.
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Enhancing Our Natural Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments.

Waterways, Catchment Management and
water reuse

Ensure all development maintains a
mutual and beneficial outcome for the
protection of waterways.

Ensure industry manages waterways
responsibility – treating water prior to
release.

Council to responsibility manage the
sewerage system during periods of
flooding.

Water Treatment Plant to maintain
mutual and beneficial effects on Farmers
Creek Water Supply.

Investigate opportunities for water reuse
for sporting fields etc.

3.2.12 – Sewage Infrastructure – to
provide sewage infrastructure to allow for the
sustainable growth of the area.
3.2.15 – Water Infrastructure – To provide
water infrastructure to allow for the sustainable
growth of the area.
4.2.6 – Water – To protect our waterways
and provide safe drinking water.




The requirements of the Sydney
Catchment Authority required a neutral
or beneficial effect.
Any discharge from an industrial use
requires EPA licensing.
Water reuse options were investigated in
conjunction with the upgrade of the
Lithgow Sewerage Treatment Plant. The
Plant has the capability to supply
significant quantities of recycled water
via an off-site distribution system.
However it was considered unfeasible at
this stage due to the amount of storage
needed to be provided.
Recycled water is used throughout the
Lithgow Sewage Plant saving drinking
water.

Council to become a leader in sustainable
energy use for buildings.

4.1 – Planning Our Natural Environment –
to identify, preserve and improve our natural
heritage and biodiversity whilst ensuring the
water security and sewerage capacity of the
region
for
sustainable
growth
and
development.
4.2.3 – Climate change – To significantly
reduce carbon emissions within the LGA.
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Enhancing Our Natural Environment
Key ideas/issues raised in the Community
Leaders Forum

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments.

Weed Management Programs

Undertake weed and debris removal
along Farmers Creek.

Support Upper Macquarie County Council
to undertake weed identification and
management programs in rural areas.

Lobbying for greater powers and
increased funding for Upper Macquarie
County Council.

4.2.2 – Biodiversity – To protect and
enhance biodiversity through consultation and
development of partnerships.
4.2.6 – Water – To protect our waterways
and provide safe drinking water.
Weed Management for Farmers Creek has
been considered for inclusion in the
development of the Draft Delivery Program
2012-2016.

“As I back onto Farmers Creek, it is in need of removal
of fallen trees and weeds.”
Joanna, Lithgow
Community Satisfaction Survey 2011

Responsible Governance and Civic Leadership
Key ideas/issues raised

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Community Information
Investigate options to improve communication
with villages and outlying areas including the
distribution
of
information
to
village
associations for community noticeboards.
Employer of Choice
Review Council’s salary structure to ensure
competiveness.
Developer Information Kits
Develop an information kit for developers

5.2.2 – Communication – To ensure
effective communication between Lithgow City
Council and the community.
5.2.5 – Employer of Choice – To build and
develop a high quality staff base so that
Council is an employer of choice in Lithgow.
5.2.7 – Local Environmental Planning and
Development – To ensure the long-term
sustainability of infrastructure and land that
underpins and supports current and future
industry and business.
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“Big Ideas” From the Community
‘Big ideas’ raised

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments




The old squash courts are in private ownership.
Council is currently undertaking a study into
possible locations for the development of an
Adventure Playground in Lithgow.



Reopen the old squash courts
Adventure Playground

District Park upgrade at Wallerawang
(Lake Wallace)



Indoor Pool/Aquatic Centre



Arts/Cultural Centre




Picture Theatre
Bowling Alley

Funding options for the development of an
Adventure Playground are currently under
consideration as part of Council’s long-term
financial planning for the years 2021-22, 202223 and 2023-24.
The development of District Parks for
Wallerawang and Portland has been identified
in the Open Space and Recreation Needs Study
for further investigation.
Upgrading Lake Wallace to District Park level is
being considered in Council’s long-term
financial planning for 2019-20.
Stage 1 is currently under construction.
Funding for Construction of Stage 2 is being
considered in Council’s long-term financial
planning to commence in 2017/18.
Council is actively working towards the
development and support of Creative
Industries
in
the
area
through
the
implementation of the Cultural Plan and
Cultural Precinct Study. However, at this stage
there are no plans for the development of an
Arts/Cultural Centre.
Council
has
developed
an
Economic
Development Strategy, Retail Strategy and
Investment Prospectus and is actively using
these tools to encourage new business and
industry to re-locate to the Lithgow LGA
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“Big Ideas” From the Community
‘Big ideas’ raised

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments




Council has developed stage 1 of the Farmers
Creek Walkway/Cycleway from Geordie Street
Crossing to George Coates Avenue. Stages 2
and 3 are being considered in the development
of the Draft Delivery Program 2012-2016.

Walkways and Cycleways
Fitness/Obstacle Course

Council is also undertaking the development of
the Farmers Creek Corridor Concept Plan which
will take into consideration the inclusion of
Fitness/Obstacle Course equipment along the
corridor.





Some Fitness/Obstacle Course equipment has
also been installed at Lake Pillans Wetland.
The Draft Land Use Strategy has identified
sites suitable for business park development.

Business Park

Sewage
Bullen.

Treatment

Plant

at

Cullen

In addition, Council has developed the
Economic Development Strategy, Business and
Retail Strategy, Wallerawang Industrial Park
Feasibility Study, The Investment Prospectus
and employs a full-time Economic Development
Officer to target new business and industrial
opportunities for the Lithgow region.
The development of a Sewage Treatment Plant
has been identified in the Delivery Program
2012-2016.

“Lithgow needs a modern approach for art and
cultural facilities. A cultural centre can embrace local
artists, local heritage and history. Include a museum
and gallery exhibitions. Motivate locals and invite the
tourists.”
Unattributed, Lithgow
Community Satisfaction Survey 2011
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Post Cards to the Mayor

Local school students were invited to participate in the community engagement process by
writing postcards to the Mayor. Although responses were only received from year 5 and 6
students at Zig Zag Public School and Kindergarten K3 and K4 classes from Cooerwull Public
School, they were very insightful with regard to the things that children value about living in
Lithgow, what they feel would improve their quality of life and issues to the local area. A
summary is provided below with a full transcript of the postcards included as Appendix 4 to this
report.
Things I like about Lithgow

Wonderful tourist attractions.

Beautiful parks to visit.

It has many different sites to see.

There are lots of opportunities for students.

State Mine.

The Local Pool.

Queen Elizabeth Park (2).

Blast Furnace.

I was born here.

Lithgow is special because of Marjory Jackson (2).

Athletics on the oval.

Gymnastics at the PCYC.

The PCYC is great.

I like the shops in Lithgow.

I think the new pool will be good fun to swim in.

I like video ezy.
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I like the lolly shop.
The SES is good in Lithgow.
I like going to the park.
I like school because we learn.
I like going to the lake and having a bbq and swim.
I love going to the park. I love the roses. I love going on the swings.
I like playing on the slide at the park. We look at the fish and the flowers.
The park near my house is very good because the equipment is very fun.

Strengthening Our Economy
Key ideas/issues raised by local children

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Education

Getting school upgrades

More schools

More schools to learn different things.

2.2.5 – Education and Training – To
encourage and support learning opportunities
in the LGA that aligns with our needs for skilled
workers and retention of young people and
families.
2.2.3
–
Business
and
Industry
Development and Support – To expand
Lithgow’s economic base and encourage local
employment
opportunities
through
the
promotion and facilitating of business and
industry development and support services.

Shops
Some of the children identified shops they
would like to see in Lithgow as follows:

Smiggle

Big W (2)

Donut King

A gun store

Footy shop

K-mart

BCF Shop

A TV Shop

A Pet Shop

Good Fish and Chip Shop.

Council
has
developed
an
Economic
Development Strategy, Retail Strategy and
Investment Prospectus and is actively using
these tools to encourage new business and
industry to re-locate to the Lithgow LGA.

We need to keep them clean.
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Developing Our Built Environment
Key ideas/issues raised by local children

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments

Roads

Too many potholes

Can you fix the roads?

Roads are too bumpy for bike riding. (3)

Safe roads for bike riding.

3.2.14 – Transport – To provide road
infrastructure that meets the needs of
residents.
A program of road works for rural and urban
roads has been considered in the development
of the Delivery Program 2012-2016.
The draft program for rural roads under
consideration in the Draft Operational Plan for
2012-2013 has been identified as follows:
Roads to Recovery funding

Glen Davis road

Dark Corner Road

Mid Hartley Road

Springvale Lane
Infrastructure Levy

Mid Hartley Road

Glen Davis road

10mm Reseals
Sealed Road Rehabilitation

Magpie Hollow Road

Glen Alice road

Parks

An old train to play on in Queen
Elizabeth Park

A park with new climbing equipment

More swings in the park.

See-saws in our parks (2)

More parks (2)

Fix the parks for us to play in because
the equipment is broken (2)

Fix the fence in Queen Elizabeth Park

Improved BBQ/Picnic areas at Lakes

3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment – To
provide infrastructure to ensure the sustainable
growth and development of the area including
the provision of quality recreational and
community facilities.
3.2.9 – Parks and Gardens – to develop
parks and gardens that will meet the needs of
the community now and into the future.
Funding options for the development of an
Adventure Playground are currently under
consideration as part of Council’s long-term
financial planning for the years 2021-22, 202223 and 2023-24.
A program of passive park improvements and
upgrade of Queen Elizabeth Park has been
included in the Delivery Program 2012-2016.
Upgrading Lake Wallace to District Park level is
being considered in Council’s long-term
financial planning for 2019-20.
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Development of Plans of Management for
“Community” classified lands, “Operational”
classified lands and other recreational facilities
e.g. Lake Wallace have been identified in the
Draft 2012-2016 Delivery Program.

Swimming Pool/Aquatic Centre

Needs fixing

A pool near the park with a waterslide.

We need a new pool because the big
pool is too deep for me.

3.2.10 – Recreational Facilities - To
develop recreational facilities that will meet the
needs of the community now and into the
future.

Housing

Neater houses

We need houses to live in.
Waste Management

A cleaner for the streets (3)

No rubbish on the ground
Walkways and Cycleways

More bike paths (2)

3.2.7 – Housing and Development - To
provide a range of housing opportunities to
meet the diverse needs of the community.
3.2.16 – Waste and Recycling – To
implement the waste management hierarchy of
avoidance, reuse, recycle and dispose.
3.1 – Planning Our Built Environment – To
provide infrastructure to ensure the sustainable
growth and development of the area including
the provision of quality recreational and
community facilities

Stage 1 is currently under construction.
Funding for Construction of Stage 2 is being
considered in Council’s long-term financial
planning to commence in 2017/18.

3.2.4 – Cycleways and Walkways - To
establish a system of cycleways and pedestrian
paths to provide links between major cultural
and recreational facilities and town centres.
Continuation
of
the
Geordie
Street
Cycleway/Footpath linking Geordie Street to
McDonalds will be undertaken during 2012/13.
Stages 2 and 3 of the Farmers Creek Cycleway
are being considered in the development of the
Draft Delivery Program 2012-2016.

Enhancing Our Natural Environment
Key ideas/issues raised by local children

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments.

Air quality

The dump and sewerage treatment
smells

Clean Air

3.2.12 – Sewage Infrastructure - Provide
sewage infrastructure to allow for the
sustainable growth and development of the
area.
4.2.1 – Air – To improve local air quality
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“Big Ideas” From the Postcards to the Mayor
‘Big ideas’ raised by local Children

Desired Outcome in the CSP that addresses the
ideas/issue and/or staff comments



Entertainment Centre








Bowling Alley (2)
Theme Park (3)
Movie Theatre (8)
Monorail
Laser tag (2)
A Zoo



Aquatic Centre




Motor Cycle Track
Bike Paths

Council does not have any plans to develop an
Entertainment Centre or Arts/Cultural Centre.
However, Council is actively working to support
and assist the development of Creative
Industries through the implementation of the
Cultural Plan and Cultural Precinct Study by the
Cultural Development Officer and Economic
Development Officer.
These activities would be dependent upon
private developers wishing to establish in the
area. Council has developed a number of key
planning instruments to promote re-location to
the area of business and industry. In addition
Council also employs a full-time Economic
Development Officer.
Stage 1 is currently under construction.
Funding for Construction of Stage 2 is being
considered in Council’s long-term financial
planning to commence in 2017/18.
There is a Moto-Cross Track at Clarence.
Council has developed stage 1 of the Farmers
Creek Walkway/Cycleway from Geordie Street
Crossing to George Coates Avenue.
Continuation
of
the
Geordie
Street
Cycleway/Footpath linking Geordie Street to
McDonalds will be undertaken during 2012/13.
Stages 2 and 3 of the Farmers Creek Cycleway
are being considered in the development of the
Draft Delivery Program 2012-2016.

Overall the children wanted well maintained parks with a variety of play experiences provided.
The need for safe, smooth areas to ride their bikes was expressed through their wish for bike
paths and improved roads. They identified a number of “Big Ideas” of which a Movie Theatre for
the area was the most popular.
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Summary of Written Submissions
A summary of the written submissions included as Appendix 5 of this report is below.

Respondent

Comments

Sydney Catchment Authority








NSW Government Planning and Infrastructure
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Strongly supports the structure and
content of the Plan.
Supports the inclusion in the Plan of
outcomes and actions related to
protection of the drinking water
catchments
and
management
of
sewerage.
Notes and supports that it has been
identified as a Partner with Lithgow City
Council for issues related to water
quality protections including water and
sewerage infrastructure, protection of
watercourses and drinking water quality.
Requestions that the reference to the
“Sydney Water Catchment Area on page
7 be changed to Sydney Drinking Water
Catchment Area”.
Is supportive of efforts to strategically
plan for the longer term.
Notes that the Department has been
identified as having a role in assisting
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Blue Mountains City Council





Chifley Area Command




Central West Catchment Authority
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the community to achieve its goals, but
affirms that this is limited to its statutory
functions under the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Re-affirms its commitment to assisting
Council to deliver a new principal Local
Environmental Plan (LEP) in the
Standard Instrument forma and any
subsequent land use strategies or
outcomes that are well justified and
deliver upon Council’s final Community
Strategic Plan.
Blue Mountains is open to building on
existing agreements and exploring new
initiatives relating to Transport, Tourism,
Economic
Development,
Catchment
Management and control of Noxious
Weeds.
Expressed interest in exploring potential
models for service delivery and effective
and efficient strategies to address
common issues.
The document has been very well
thought through and planned.
I would like to say that the lines of
communications should continue to
remain open between ourselves and
Council, particularly in relation to
safety/crime prevention issues.
Commends council for its consultation
with the local community to ensure their
concerns are recognised and captured in
future planning for the area.
Refers Council to the Central West CMA
Catchment Action Plan with reference to:
o Water targets P77
o Who’s involved table P78.
Notes that the CWCMA can supply
Council with a plan and technical
guidelines for best management practice
in regard to stormwater and “Securing
the Sustainable Growth of all our
Communities” at development stage.
Provides the “Stormwater to Smart water
Policy” for adoption into Council
Development Control Plans.
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Developing Our Place…Our Future Community Strategic Plan
2025
How will the community feedback be used?
The feedback provided by the community as part of the consultation process for the Community
Strategic Plan 2025 can be placed in two categories:
1. Issues and challenges that may be dealt with in the short to medium term as part of
Council’s ongoing works program; And
2. Issues and challenges that are more complex and require resolution over an extended
period of time through lobbying/advocacy or long-term planning and resourcing.
This report will be made available internally to Council Officers to use as a planning tool for short,
medium and long-term projects including maintenance, inclusion in the Strategic Asset
Management Plan, Long-term Financial Plan and Workforce Plan.
It
will
be
made
available
to
the
community
on
Council’s
website
www.lithgow.nsw.gov.au/integratedPlanning so community needs, issues and aspirations for the
future can be considered when planning community projects and programs or for business and
industry development
It will
also be made available to the community
on Council’s website
www.lithgow.nsw.gov.au/integratedPlanning so that they may identify community needs, issues
and aspirations for the future.
Copies of all relevant documents will be made available to consultants undertaking major plans
and studies to ensure that new plans and studies are integrated with current documents.
The information provided in the Report will assist Council to better communicate with the
community by providing feedback and education on Council’s role, areas of responsibility and
activities.

Resourcing Our Place….Our Future
How will the plan be delivered?
Lithgow City Council will be the caretakers of the plan on behalf of the community. Council will
monitor results, implement change in areas that Council has control over and speak up on behalf
of the community on the broader issues. However, Council is not wholly responsible for its
delivery. Other partners such as community organisations, State and Federal agencies, business
and industry all have a role to play in the delivery of the plan to ensure the long-term
sustainability of the Lithgow local government area.
One of the most challenging aspects of delivering the Community Strategic Plan 2025 is
balancing the community’s expectations with the uncertainty of future income and expenditure.
However, by identifying the community’s expectations and aspirations, Council is able to consider
its resourcing levels to prioritise programs and major projects in order to realistically meet the
community’s aims and aspirations within achievable short, medium and long-term timeframes.
In addition to the Community Strategic Plan 2025, the Integrated Planning and Reporting
Framework consist of:
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The Workforce Plan (4 years)
Identifies the staff resources required to deliver the services and programs identified in the
Delivery Program.
The Long-Term Financial Plan (10 years)
Identifies Councils projected income and expenditure over a 10 year period.
The Strategic Asset Management Plan (minimum 10 years)
Identifies the condition of Assets, their value and the identified actions and projected costs
needed to maintain and improve those assets over time.
Delivery Program (4 years)
In its first year of office, each newly elected Council is required to adopt a four year delivery
program. This identifies how Council will implement the plan through budgeted capital works
and recurring operations during its term.
Operational Plan (1 year)
The Operational Program identifies the budget, capital works and recurring operations that
Council will undertake during the current financial year.
Reporting
Council will report to the community annually against the implementation of the Delivery Program
and Operational Plan. In addition an End of Term Report will be developed by the outgoing
Council to outline its achievements in relation to the implementation of the Delivery Program.

Lithgow City Council’s Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework
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Community Engagement Phase 2
Council’s Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework consist of:
 Community Strategic Plan 2025 – Our Place, Our Future
 Resourcing Strategy
o Long Term Financial Plan (10 Years)
o Asset Management Strategy
o Workforce Strategy (4 Years)
 2012-2016 Delivery Program
 2012-2013 Operations Plan
The data from Phase 1 engagement (summarised in this report) will be utilised to develop the
elements of the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework.
The full suite of draft documents will be reported to Council to be adopted for exhibition in April
2012 as part of the annual Delivery Plan/Budget (previously Management Plan/Budget) process,
with final adoption by 30 June 2012. During the exhibition period, Council will undertake a series
of information sessions throughout the local government area and invite feedback in writing or
using face-to-face and online mechanisms.
Identified stakeholders (see the Community Engagement Strategy) and those people who
indicated that they wish to be kept informed of the process and outcomes will be contacted and
invited to provide further comment during the exhibition period.
The exhibition period including information sessions, dates and locations will be advertised in the
Council Column, through media releases and on Council’s website.
All documentation and details of the process will be updated and maintained on Council’s website
www.lithgow.nsw.gov.au/integratedPlanning.
Over the course of the project, active conversations will continue to be maintained with both
Council staff and Councilors to ensure collective understanding of both our stewardship role, and
operational implications for Council.

Phase 2 – Community Engagement Activities
It is proposed that the second stage of community engagement for the Integrated Planning and
Reporting Framework will be conducted during from Tuesday 24 April until Friday 25 May.
During this period engagement on the solutions, actions and accountabilities that have been
identified and captured to form the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework will be invited
via face-to-face and online mechanisms:

Community Briefing Sessions providing an overview of the IPR Framework and Operational
Plan 2012-2013 will be held at the following community halls:
o Capertee
o Hartley
o Meadow Flat

Manned Open House Sessions to provide members of the community with an opportunity
to review the suite of documents with a Council Officer and provide feedback will be held
at:
o Lithgow Library
o Portland Library
o Wallerawang Library
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o Lithgow Valley Shopping Centre.
Updating of Council’s Integrated Planning and Reporting Website to include information on
the full suite of documents within the framework.
Media releases and items in the Council Column advertising dates for Briefing Sessions,
Open House Sessions and inviting feedback on the IPR Framework.
Feedback be provided to all stakeholders identified in the Community Engagement
Strategy and respondents to the Community Satisfaction Survey on the results of Phase 1
of the Community Engagement Process and inviting participation in Phase 2.
Promotion of the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework and exhibition period in
Council Connections – Council’s newsletter delivered to the community during week
beginning 26 March.

Phase 2: - Proposed April - June 2012 Engagement Timetable
Dates

Action

Monday 23 April

Draft Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework document
suite reported to Council to adopt for exhibition.
Exhibition Period – Briefing Sessions
Thursday 26 April
6 - 7.30pm - Capertee - IPR Briefing Session
Friday 27 April
10am-6pm - Lithgow Library - Open House Session
Wed 2nd May
6 - 7.30pm - Hartley - IPR Briefing Session
Thursday 3rd May
2-5pm - Portland Library - Open House Session
6 - 7.30pm - Meadow Flat - IPR Briefing Session
Friday 4th May
10am - 4pm - Lithgow Valley Shopping Centre - Open House
Session
Tuesday 8th May
10am - 1pm - Wallerawang Library - Open House Session
Thursday 10th May 4pm - 6pm - Council Admin Centre Youth Forum
Final Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework Document
Suite reported to Council for adoption.

Tuesday 24 April to Friday
25 May

Monday 4 June

Privacy and Personal Information Protection Notice in Relation to
Submissions and Objections
By making a submission to the documents identified as part of the Integrated Planning and
Reporting Framework, Council may make public details of your submission, which are not of a
Personal nature.
Should you not wish details of your submission to be disclosed you should include a clear
statement to this effect in your submission. Under these circumstances Council will consider your
request and may not publically release a copy.
Council will only consider the release of personal information in compliance with the General
Information Public Access Act 2009 (GIPA Act 2009).
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Appendix 1: Integrated Planning Website as at 10 January 2012
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Appendix 2: Capertee Valley Alliance Blog Posting –
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Appendix 3: Community Leaders Forum 12 December 2011 – Raw Data
Attendees








John Lowe – NSW Farmers
Michelle Ringin – Youth worx
Julie Favell – Uniting care Disability Service
Al Ritchie – Greater Lithgow Arts Council
Sue Graves – Lithgow Tidy Towns
Karl Hansen – Capertee Progress Association
Benita Ribaux-Dolbel – Capertee School P&C

Apologies




Donna Upton – Capertee Valley Alliance
Veronica Sanday – Capertee Valley Environment Group
Annette Milroy – Lithgow Branch – Mitchell Conservatorium

What’s special about our region?


Surrounded by bush
– under utilised
– not far from town
– peaceful
– Clean environment



People and the friendliness of the people
- country atmosphere of knowing people
- someone will always help



Location
- close to everything



Lithgow has a heritage – but it also has a future
- needs to be promoted more
- History of apprentices – learning city
- Need to promote the area more



Towns and villages
- Visually people are still thinking 50 years ago
- Clean town – no graffiti
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Youth/Elderly/Disabled
 Grants officer to get funding for Council/Community – reinstate the position
 Waste Transfer stations – Issues with dumping as they can’t access the WTS IP outside
the area


Safety
- from kids that come in from the train
- Tend to stick to areas that are populated
- White caps – coming into the area – some live here
- Neighbourhood watch
- Increase in Police presence – Police beats
- Increase the neighbourhood watch profile
- Reporting to the police and actioning



CCTV
- additional in the CBD’s
- Concern that the CCTV’s at rural tips will get vandalised
- Concern for illegal dumping in bush land
- Concern that they should be maintained for safety
- Cooperate with NPWS and State Forest to educate and police



Managing and maintaining Natural Bush areas
- national parks damaged by 4wd and Bikes
- Signage – identify trails – National Parks & State Forests
- Defining natural heritage areas for no bikes/4wd’s, Signage and penalties
- Recovery plans for ecological Communities
- Fringe areas that not National Parks or State forest – Adequate resourcing of
Upper Macquarie County Council – Lobbying to give them greater powers and
control



Marketing and Branding
- unification of the area
- consistency and quality of signage throughout the LGA
- Identification of towns, villages and suburbs
- Identification of CBD’s, Parking, Toilets, VIC, Amenities, Sporting Fields, Parks
- TASAC Signage to Villages, Localities
- Signage identifying points of interest in towns, villages
- Rest stops/ parks with information bays identifying flora, fauna, attractions,
history.



Public Toilets
- Disgrace to the community
- Pioneer parks needs to be upgraded
- Clarence Pirie Park needs upgrading to keep up with demand – not on town water
- Toilets baby change only in library – needs to be more
- Disabled access and areas for adult assistance (full adult table) with personal care
- Lacking in these facilities
- Lacking toilet seats, soap or locks
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Parks
- upgraded for BBQ’s and signage to
- upgrade toilets
- shade for children’s areas plantings/shelters

Hassans Walls
- upgrade lookout area
- Walkways boardwalk to Padley’s Lookout
- Seating at Viewing areas
- Interpretive Signage
Pearsons Lookout
– continue to lobby and work towards opening
– Improve Access
– Liaise with relevant authorities
Lake Wallace
- fencing around picnic area to protect children/disabilities

Accessibility
-

Public telephones lower
Progressive Ageing facilities to keep couples together
Reinstate the Access Advisory Committee
Shopping Centre seating throughout the plaza
Seat in Coles at back near office window for ½ time shopper stopper
Split level counters in Shops/Officers to cater for people with disabilities



CBD
- more seating



Parking in and around CBD
- Review and assess for need – have we got enough? Future projections?
 Railway
 State depot
 Council



Main Street Traffic flow
- concern this could be made one way – feel that it works well two ways



Lake Pillans
- A concept plan for the development of LP
- Seating
- Walkways
- Usage



Farmers Creek
- Seating along walkways and in open space areas
- Fitness Stations



Black Fellows Hands Site
- Needs protection – Environmental
- Identification of Indigenous Heritage Sites – throughout the LGA
- Management plan for the site
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Other Issues raised


Retirement homes
- To have emergency vital calls in room
- +24hour nurse carer on call



Hospital
- Transition care



Waterways
- to maintain a mutual and beneficial outcome
- to ensure industry manages waterways responsibly – mining companies to treat
water to better quality prior to release
- Sewerage System management during flooding
- Water treatment plant to maintain mutual and beneficial effects on FCWS
- Water connection to Capertee – extension
- Water reuse for sporting fields etc.



Boral at Portland
- Continue to lobby Boral to develop the site



Lobby for WiFi service to allow internal usage in Café’s etc in Main Street area.



Gas Works
- Develop Council depot
- Consider moving to re develop this area for uni – possibly parking



Continue to improve rural roads ie. Glen Davis/Glen Alice, Wolgan Road



Continue to develop the Aquatic Centre to include indoor pool.



Communication between Council & Community
- outer areas find it difficult to get information
- VIC – what’s on? Distribute to community notice boards in outer areas



Zig Zag Railway
- Tarring of parking area



Investigate long term strategy for heavy vehicle transport in Lithgow (investigate Semi
Trailers/B Doubles)
Increase Rail transport – Passenger and Freight
Lobby for improvements to the standard of service for business commuter trains, XPT (ie.
Internet/Laptops)
Encouraging Local services ie. Hire car, office services to cater to commuters and people
waiting for adjoining train.






Multi purpose building to cater to all age groups



Attraction of Business and Industry to Lithgow



Identification of “Green Industry” and Promotion of “Green Credentials”
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Council leads by example and install solar on Buildings



Hermitage Site – reused – to be developed for general benefit



Bus Shelters
- review of bus shelters
- Replacement of shelters that have been damaged by motor vehicles
- Perspex shelters Main Street and Valley Plaza



Roads
- Rural Roads – built to a higher standard to alleviate surface breakdown
- Review Current practices to identify issues with breakdown



Employer of Choice
- Review Salary Structure



Ageing Community
- Education areas to attract and train health care workers for future demand
- Lobby to maintain/increase Specialist Services in the area
- Lobby for additional funding to increase Translinc and respite/hostel services


Planning – Small Business
- develop information to educate on requirements for different levels of consent
linked to business plan – future growth
- a staged 5 year development for infrastructure commitments to allow
identification of the success of a business



Section 94 Funds
- Capertee
- Airly
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Appendix 4: Postcards to the Mayor
Years 5 and 6 Zig Zag Public School – All were dated Thursday 1 December 2011.
Dear Neville Castle
My name is Paige. I am a year 5 student at Zig Zag Public School. I would like to share some of
my ideas with you for the future of the Lithgow region.
Firstly I would like to tell you a couple of things that makes Lithgow such a great place to live in.
One of the things I love is the wonderful tourist attractions and beautiful parks to visit.
Another thing, there are to many potholes and the dump and sewerage treatment smells.
I would like to share something I think would be good for the Lithgow region which is an
Entertainment Centre to use.
A a conclusion I believe that Lithgow is a great place to be but there are things that need to be
done to make Lithgow a happier place to be.
Yours truly
Paige

Dear Neville Castle
My name is Isabel and I am a student in year 6 at Zig Zag Public School. I am writing so that I
am involved in the development of the future of the Lithgow region.
Lithgow is special because it has many different sites to see and lots of opportunities for
students.
The things that need fixing are the dump smells and the pollution and getting school upgrades.
I would like to have better shops such as Smiggle, Big W and Donut King. We also need a
bowling alley and a theme park and a movie theatre.
Yours truly
Isabel
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Dear Neville Castle
Lithgow is special because of the State Mine, the local pool and Queen Elizabeth Park.
Things I would like to have are a mono rail, bowling alley, movie theatre, laser tag and an
adventure park.
Yours truly
Jayden

Dear Neville Castle
Lithgow is special because of the Blast Furnace.
I would like an old train to play on in Queen Elizabeth park.
Yours truly
Blake

Dear Neville Castle
My name is Chloe. I am a student in year 5 at Zig Zag Public School.
I am writing so that I am involved in the future development of Lithgow.
Lithgow is special to me because I was born here.
We definitely need new shops and an aquatic centre.
Yours truly
Chloe

Dear Neville Castle
My name is Logan and I am a student at Zig Zag in year 6.
Lithgow is special because of Marjory Jackson. I want a gun store and a theme park so we can
go enjoy something special.
Yours truly
Logan

Dear Neville Castle
My name is Jacob at Zig Zag PS. For Lithgow I want more shops and a theme park that is really
huge like up in Queensland, a movie theatre and a lazer tag. Lithgow should stay the same but
with all of these things.
Yours truly
Jacob
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Dear Neville Castle
My name is Brittany and I am a student in year 6 at Zig Zag Public School.
I am writing to you with my ideas for development of the future of the Lithgow region.
Lithgow is special because it has place like the Marjorie Jackson and Queen Elizabeth Park. The
things that need fixing are the swimming pool and neater houses. I would like Lithgow to have
more schools and a movie theatre.
Yours truly
Brittany
Cooerwull Public School – Kindergarten classes K3 and K4 dated 29 November - 2
December 2011.
Dear Mayor,
I like athletics on the oval.
Yours truly,
Kiah
Dear Mayor,
We need a footy shop in Lithgow and a cleaner for the streets.
Yours truly,
Ethan.
Dear Mayor,
I like doing gymnastics at PCYC. It is fun.
Yours truly,
Jenna
Dear Mayor,
We need movies in Lithgow.
Yours truly,
Shay
Dear Mayor,
We need a park with new climbing equipment.
Yours truly,
Schye
Dear Mayor,
The PCYC is great. I like to play there.
Yours truly,
Brooke
Dear Mayor,
We need a street cleaner to stop rubbish being everywhere.
Yours truly,
James
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Dear Mayor,
We need more swings in the park.
Yours truly,
Makayla
Dear Mayor,
I like the shops in Lithgow.
Yours truly,
Samuel
Dear Mayor,
I think the new pool will be good fun to swim in.
Yours truly,
Breanna
Dear Mayor,
Lithgow needs a shoe making shop and a reptile park and zoo.
Yours truly,
Dannae
Dear Mayor,
I like Video Ezy because there are lots of movies.
Yours truly,
Tallon
Dear Mayor,
I would like to have see-saws in our parks.
Yours truly,
Peta
Dear Mayor,
We need a K-mart and a movie theatre.
Yours truly,
Robert
Dear Mayor,
We need to have a movie theatre in Lithgow.
Yours truly
Brayden
Dear Mayor,
I like the lolly shop.
Yours truly,
Amali
Dear Mayor,
I would like to have a pool near the park with a waterslide.
Yours truly,
Ella
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Dear Mayor,
I like the shops. We need to keep them clean and all of Lithgow too.
Yours truly,
Nicholas
Dear Mayor,
I would like to have a Big W shop in Lithgow.
Yours truly
Callum
Dear Mayor,
I would like to have a see-saw in the park because I like them the best.
Yours truly,
Jacquilin
Dear Mayor,
I would like to have a BCF Shop in Lithgow So I can get all my Fishing things.
Yours truly,
Brock
Dear Mayor,
I think we need more schools so we can learn different things.
Yours truly,
Max
Dear Mayor,
I want Lithgow to have clean air and no rubbish on the ground.
Yours truly,
Bella
Dear Mayor,
The SES is good in Lithgow.
Yours truly,
Tyra
Dear Mr Castle,
Can you fix the roads?
Yours truly,
Connor
Dear Mr Castle
I want more shops please so we can buy more stuff. Also a TV Shop or pet shop. We could buy
toys.
Yours truly
Thomas
Dear Mr Castle
We need good shops to buy fish and chips. We need a zoo to look at. They are good to look at.
Yours truly,
Jack
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Dear Mr Castle
Can you make more parks because I like playing at the parks?
Yours truly,
Monte
Dear Mr Castle
I like going to the park because I like playing on the monkey bar.
Yours truly,
Talyn
Dear Mr Castle
The roads are too bumpy for bike riding. Can you fix them please?
Yours truly
Daniel
Dear Mr Castle
We need a new pool because the big pool is too deep for me.
Yours truly
Elias
Dear Mr Castle
I like school because we learn. We can write and play.
Yours truly,
Mikayla
Dear Mr Castle
There are safe roads for safe bike riding and there are quiet roads.
Yours truly,
Connor
Dear Mr Castle
I wish there was a park near my house because I like playing on the swing.
Yours truly,
Mary
Dear Mr Castle
Please can you fix the parks for us to play in? Please can you fix the fence in Queen Elizabeth
Park?
Yours truly
Meg
Dear Mr Castle
I can’t play at the park because the equipment is broken. Can you fix it please?
Yours truly,
Dear Mr Castle
Please can you give us more bike paths because I like riding my bike in the park? I love riding
my bike.
Yours truly
Claire
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Dear Mr Castle,
I like going to the lake and having a barbecue and I can swim.
Yours truly,
Eliza
Dear Mr Castle,
We need houses to live in.
Yours truly,
Chloe
Dear Mr Castle,
All the roads are too bumpy. Can you please fix the roads.
Yours truly,
Sarah
Dear Mr Castle,
I want to go to movies in Lithgow. I want to go bike riding on bike paths.
Yours truly,
Kyah
Dear Mr Castle,
Could you please make a place for motorbike riding?
Yours truly,
Taylor
Dear Mr Castle,
I love the quiet road and I want more smooth roads so me and my family can ride our bikes.
Yours truly,
Saoirse
Dear Mr Castle,
I love going to the park. The roses are beautiful. I love going on the swings.
Yours truly,
Ellie
Dear Mr Castle,
I like playing on the slide at the park. We look at the fish and the flowers.
Yours truly,
Heather
Dear Mr Castle
The potholes in the road make our car go bumpy and they made me fall off my bike.
Yours truly,
Ella
Dear Mr Castle,
The park near my house is very good because the equipment is very fun. I like climbing.
Yours truly,
Brayden
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Additional comments provided by local children
To the Mayor,
The best thing about Lithgow is the park because you can play and you can play on the swings.
Thankyou from
Corinna
Dear Mr Mayor,
The roads are too bumpy. Can you please fix them? If they are too bumpy the rocks are going
to hit the car windows.
From Claire
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Appendix 5: Written Submissions
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15 December 2011
Reference File: F03526 – 11/194623

Mr Roger Bailey
General Manager
PO Box 19
Lithgow NSW 2790

Dear Mr Bailey

SUBJECT:

Reference Number IPR09-12

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on: Our Place…..Our Future, the draft Community
Strategic Plan 2021 that will set the direction for the Lithgow local government area over the
next 10 years. In accordance with the NSW Local Government Amendment (Planning and
Reporting) Bill 2009 this work will contribute to planning and decision-making about funding
priorities, service levels and local identity that can build a sustainable future.
The process undertaken by Lithgow is similar to work undertake in the Blue Mountains
with the progressive development of a community planning tool in accordance with legislative
requirements. In the Blue Mountains, extensive consultation with community contributed to
the Council endorsement in July 2003 of a 25 year City Vision and Map for Action: Towards A
More Sustainable Blue Mountains. A State of the City Report provided a major review of these
documents in
2009 and a subsequent revision was developed in 2010 and published as
Sustainable Blue Mountains 2025.
The Blue Mountains Community Plan identifies six key strategic directions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT – Looking after Environment
BUILT ENVIRONMENT– Using Land
BUILT ENVIRONMENT – Moving Around
SOCIAL – Looking after People
ECONOMIC – Sustainable Economy
CIVIC LEADERSHIP – Providing Good Government

Lithgow has adopted an expansive format with ten Principal Activity Areas identified. In
acknowledgement of this framework, the Report card to the community indicates that much of
the work is on-going, although there are several actions which are deemed complete. The
‘Gap Analysis’ provides clear documentation of work that has or has not been achieved. From
the point of view of the Blue Mountains, of particular interest as a local government area
sharing boundaries with Lithgow, are actions that have been identified as requiring review
and clarification of future direction. These include:

2 Civic Place/ Locked Bag 1005/ Katoomba NSW 2780 / T 02 4780 5000 /F 02 4780 5555
E/ council@bmcc.nsw.gov.au/ DX 8305 Katoomba www.bmcc.nsw.gov.au
ABN 42 699 520 223
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•
•
•

T1.4 Form alliance / partnerships with other Councils (with respect to
Transport)
E1.6 Continue participation in the Cities for Climate Protection Program
E5.5 Explore potential waste services opportunities with the Central
Tablelands Alliance

The upper mountains communities in particular, have long-standing connections with Lithgow
in terms of employment, education and commercial activities and both Council areas
are dominated by the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area. Generally speaking,
Blue Mountains is open to building on existing agreements and exploring new initiatives
relating to Transport, Tourism, Economic Development, Catchment Management and the
control of Noxious Weeds. These are service areas that might be addressed in partnership
with Lithgow with benefits to be derived for both local government areas.
Tourism initiatives have been the predominant area in which Blue Mountains City has
established partnership endeavours with Lithgow. Other shared activity or reciprocal
agreements have been undertaken with respect to the maintenance of some rural roads, the
management of some catchment areas, the management of adjoining land LEP matters and
with respect to the Great Western Highway upgrade by the Roads and Traffic Authority
(RTA), west from Mt Victoria. We are also aware that Lithgow has a strong alliance with the
Central West region, including various partnership activities with CENTROC Councils.
In support of the implementation of Our Place…..Our Future, the draft Community Strategic
Plan 2021, Blue Mountains City Council is willing to dialogue with Lithgow to explore
potential models for service delivery and effective and efficient strategies that can address
common issues. Such action would be in keeping with the proposed strategic direction
suggested by the Department of Local Government in its draft Destination 2036 Action Plan to
guide local government into the future, vis-à-vis: Facilitate greater resource sharing and
cooperation between councils. In particular, Blue Mountains City Council is keen to
progress opportunities for partnership that may be of mutual benefit to both Local
Government Areas.
Such opportunities may also arise through changes in the service provision of regional
significance including:
•

The establishment of the new Nepean Blue
extend from Lithgow and Portland throughout
parts of the Hawkesbury. This new entity
2012 and provide a notable increase in

Mountains Medicare Local, which will
the Blue Mountains and to Penrith and
will commence operation in January
shared resources for medical services.

•

The new Blue Mountains Cultural Centre, due to be opened mid 2012,
featuring a regional City Art Gallery and World Heritage Interpretive Centre
Exhibition. These exciting facilities and access to them may be of interest to the
Lithgow community.

The demographic constraints which Lithgow faces with an ageing population, the loss of young
people needing to move away for employment or for higher education and stagnant growth,
mirror the population dynamics experienced in the Blue Mountains. The consequence for both
of our Councils is the challenge to meet desired outcomes in a range of areas constrained by
limited populations and funding. The Lithgow Strategic Plan 2007 and Report Card to the
Community demonstrate that Lithgow
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has a capacity for resilience and to 'punch above its weight' in terms of delivering for the
Lithgow community.
In conclusion, Blue Mountains City Council commends Lithgow Council on its draft Community
Strategic Plan 2021 and on its Report Card to the Community and looks forward to
strengthening the working relationship and partnership initiatives between our adjoining local
government areas for the benefit of our local communities.
Should you wish to discuss further, any matters raised here, please contact
Rosemary Dillon, Group Manager Integrated Planning & Finance on 4780 5679.

Rosemary Dillon
Group Manager Integrated Planning

Received by E-mail.
Your ref: IPR09-12
Deborah,
The draft community plan arrived on my desk just a few days ago. I have had a
chance to quickly read through the document and cannot find anything adverse to
report on.
In fact the document has been very well thought through and planned.
I would like to say that the lines of communications should continue to remain open
between ourselves and Council, particularly in relation to safety/crime prevention
issues.
Regards,
Sue Rose
CPO - Chifley LAC
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Our Place ... Our Future

Mayor’s Foreword
I am pleased to present the results of the 2011 Community Satisfaction Survey. Although
Council has undertaken a number of surveys in recent years to ascertain the community’s views
on a variety of subjects, this is the first survey undertaken to identify the usage, importance
ratings and satisfaction levels with community facilities, Council services and civic leadership.
Lithgow City Council is committed to working with the community to improve the levels of service
provided and to ensure the strength and resilience of Council to lead the Lithgow local
government area to a prosperous and sustainable future.
The results of this survey will be used to inform the development of Council’s Integrated Planning
and Reporting Framework, Our Place…Our
documents:

Community Strategic Plan 2025

10 year Long-Term Financial Plan

Asset Management Plan

Workforce Plan

Delivery Program 2012-2016

Operations Plan 2012-2013

Future

which consists of the following

The survey will be conducted annually, with this initial survey providing baseline data to measure
improvement in service standards, satisfaction levels, and usage of facilities to identify the
changing needs of the community.
This document will also be made available to relevant officers within Council for use in the
development of programs or applications for grant funding and will be published on Council’s
website www.lithgow.nsw.gov.au/integratedPlanning/ for use by local community groups and
organisations.
I would like to thank the community members who took the time to complete the survey and
provide frank comments and opinions on the current state of the Lithgow Local Government Area
and its future direction.

Cr Neville Castle
MAYOR
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Demographic Information
57 Surveys received of which 6 were received via the online survey on Council’s website with the
majority being received by mail in the return addressed envelope provided and a small
percentage from collection boxes in drop-off centres (Council Administration Centre, Lithgow
Library Learning Centre, Portland, Wallerawang and Rydal Libraries).
45 out of 57 respondents wished to be kept informed of the process and provided their contact
details.
39 of the respondents were female, 17 male and 1 did not specify a gender.
1 respondent was aged 18-34; 13 were aged 35-54; 34 were aged 55-74; 6 were aged 75+ and
3 did not specify their age group.
Only two respondents indicated that they did not live in the LGA. Of these two respondents one
indicated that they owned property in the area.
Overall, three respondents indicated that they did not own property in the area and 21 indicated
that they were property owners.
The majority of respondents were long-term residents of the area with 33 having lived in the
area for 31+ years, 4 for 21-30 years and 2 for 15-20 years.
The graph below provides an indication of where respondents lived indicating that a broad crosssection of the local government area responded to the survey.
Location of Residence
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Community Values and Aspirations
Respondents were asked to list up to 5 things that they felt made the Lithgow Region
special. Below is a list of community values.
Community

Friendliness – People and town (19)

Friendliness of Council staff (10)
Lifestyle

Cheap houses, affordability (2)

Semi-rural aspect (1)

Slightly country but urban facilities (1)

Not over busy like Sydney (1)

Proximity to Sydney – without the hassle of city living (2)

It isn’t always about Lithgow ONLY (1)

Small size (1)

Rural lifestyle (4)

Small communities (1)

We are still a country town (1)

Community Spirit – Sense of community (4)

Community involvement (1)

A city, nestled in a valley with wonderful views (1)

Size of the Shire (1)

Close knit smaller communities (1)

Unique natural surroundings, village atmosphere (1)

Relaxed friendly lifestyle (2)

Rural locations to live (1)

Everybody will lend a helping hand (1)

It COULD be a lovely place nestled in the valley but why would any one come here? No
where to eat, coffee, to do etc (1)

People who strive, disaster have monetary help (1)

No class definition (1)

Great villages (2)

Quiet location (1)

Religious communities and facilities (1)

No rat rush for most of the time (1)
Location

Position, location (4)

Close, easy access to City (1)

Location – close to Sydney but in the Country (6)

Close to Penrith, Richmond and Bathurst (1)

Benefits of country living with easy access to city as needed (1)

It’s closer to Sydney than Bathurst (1)

Access to western NSW (1)
Environment

Beauty of the surroundings, countryside (3)

Natural surroundings, natural beauty (4)

Great diversity of natural beauty (1)
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Clean, fresh air – Good air quality (4)
Clean – Tidy Town (1)
Close to State Forests, National Parks (1)
Climate - we don’t have awful hot days (3)
Waterways (1)
Fauna and flora (1)
The environment (1)

Transport

We are the end of the rail – electric trains to Sydney (2)

Rail facilities to Sydney (Cheap fare victory) (1)

Easy access to Sydney, Trains etc (2)

Close to Sydney – Access needs to be improved (1)

Good transport (2)
History/Heritage

Unique history (5)

History – not well promoted (1)

The building in which I live (1)

The few heritage buildings (1)

Heritage – Industrial history (1)

Heritage and Cultural Opportunities (1)
Safety

Don’t see a lot of crime (1)

Safety (1)
Business/Retail

Good shopping CBD – variety of shops (2)

Ease of parking for shopping (1)

Good Club Facilities (1)

Knowing most of the people who serve me in shops or services and their friendly
interaction (1)
Tourism

The area – look outs, tourism (1)

Scenic Beauty (1)

National parks, wildlife (1)

Lookouts and views (1)

Beautiful tourist area (1)

Cycle, motorbike, bushwalking, 4WD tracks (1)

Easy access to ‘special’ places (1)
Health Services/Facilities

Hospital facilities/doctor accessibility(5)

Good medical system (1)

Good education services (1)
Governance/Civic Leadership

Complaints are attended to properly (1)

Good Council (1)
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Other





Service areas (1)
Good facilities for everyone (1)
Opportunities (1)
I’ve been here 35 years and can’t think of anything else!!!!! (1)

Education Services/Facilities

School choices (1)
Parks/Gardens/Open Space Areas

Some nice trees, plants etc (2)

Nice parks (2)

Parks are mainly attractive (1)
Recreation/Sporting Facilities

Excellent recreation areas (1)

Sportsgrounds (1)

Good sporting facilities.(1)

Lots of sporting activities. (1)
Community Facilities

Good community facilities (1)
Respondents were asked to list up to 5 things that they would like to see changed
over the next 10-20 years. Below is a list of community aspirations.
Community

People accepting our town (1)

Maintain a good family town with standards (1)

Welcoming environment for visitors and outsiders (1)
Lifestyle

Sell area as a 5 acre lifestyle (1)

Encourage outdoor lifestyle (1)
Environment

Farmers Creak cleaned out and tidied up (1)

Clean up the eyesores (i.e. Pottery Estate) (1)

More things done to show off and protect our natural beauty (1)
Transport

Improved/better roads (8)

Road works (1)

More parking (2)

Parking station adjacent to Main Street (1)

Better care of roads and footpaths (1)

More frequent trains and buses (1)

Better public transport (4)

More trains to Sydney and return (1)

Bells Line and GWH upgrades to modern, safe roads (2)
History/Heritage

Portland developed as a heritage town.
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Safety

More Police (1)

More Police on the beat in Main Street (1)

More law enforcement (1)

Handling of liquor around town – less pubs (1)

All house numbers recorded on kerbs (1)
Business/Retail

Decent Shopping Centre (2)

Encouragement to Businesses to come to Lithgow without Council objections to every
proposal put forward (1)

Lots more retail (1)

All the shops in Main Street full (1)

More cafes/restaurants (2)

A food court (1)

All the shops a face lift (1)

Bring back and encourage more shops (1)

More business houses (5)

Need more larger department stores (1)

Less empty businesses (1)

Do something about shopping – town centre or mall? Boost town centre – mall seems to
be a dead loss (1)

Vibrant Main Street (1)

Restoration of Main Street as the heart of Lithgow (1)

Shops and services grown (1)
Employment

Improved employment opportunities (9)

More employment – especially for youth (8)

More apprenticeships (1)
Aquatic Centre/swimming pool

The heated/indoor swimming pool (7)

Easier access to the pool (1)

Hydrotherapy pool (1)

Swimming pool for Wallerawang (1)

Aquatic Centre (2)
Street lighting

Extra lighting at night in public places (1)

Better street lighting (1)
Tourism

Promotion of tourism (1)

Tourist coming in droves (2)

More tourism development (1)

Increased tourism (2)

Real tourism (1)

Exploit our naturally beautiful places (1)

So much to see but no transport from train station (1)
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Toilets

More toilets in CBD (2)

More and better quality toilets (3)
Growth/Development

Capertee Valley development (1)

Limited growth (1)

Upgrade of ageing infrastructure (1)

Lots more industry (2)

Well managed development of industry (1)

Industrial Park in a sensible place (1)

A cinema (5)

bowling club (1)

People moving here (1)

A business park (1)

Improved planning process (1)

Quicker development consents (1)

No industry to be approved within a 5 kilometre radius of homes (1)

Planners get real (1)

Encourage development (1)

Greater opportunity for business and industry (1)

Grow the town (1)

Less subdivisions (1)

Allow underground mining to be introduced (1)

Work with State and Federal Governments to get legislation passed to give greater control
to Council, especially our mines (1)

Cultural Centre/Art Gallery (1)
Towns/Villages

The smaller towns looked at more (1)

Capertee is a gateway to the area, retain its uniqueness but make it more attractive (1)

Focus more on outlying villages (1)
Health Services/Facilities

More procedures at Lithgow Hospital (1)
Governance/Civic Leadership

More civic minding by Council (1)

More forward thinking (1)

More attention to basic services (1)

Please stop Council infighting (1)

Less petty arguments (1)

Governing for the local rate payers not out of towners (1)

A Council that listens to ratepayers (1)

Cohesive Council (2)

More “go ahead” attitude by Council (1)

A more progressive Council (1)

Council to advocate and support locals on State issues (1)

Selection of Mayor by the Community (1)

New Council (1)

Get rid of Tyson and McGuiness (1)
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Youth

More for our youth (1)

More developments for young people (1)

Youth entertainment/activities (2)

More Child Centred Services (1)
Other

A watchful eye on the tidy areas of private landowners (1)

Upgrade (1)

I won’t be alive by then but whatever happens I hope that there are continuing interest in
any improvements (1)

Redefinition of the term “Tidy Town”.

Animal parks, conservation areas (1)
Education Services/Facilities

Tertiary education centre (1)

Expansion of Library services (2)

TAFE courses re-introduced to Lithgow rather than travelling to other areas (1).
Parks/Gardens/Open Space Areas

More work on Streets and parks (1)

Less money wasted on plantings that are not maintained - area looks untidy (1)

Continue beautification program in all towns (1)

More space (1)

Parkes and recreational areas maintained, improved and extended (1)

Cycle and Walking tracks (1)

Parks upgrade outside Lithgow (1)

Many more suburban streets with trees (1)

Main Street needs more flowers and shrubs (1)

Adventure Parks (1)

Parks kept well (1)
Waste Management

Recycle update and upgrade (1)

Great recycling (1)

Recycling at Transfer Stations (1)
Sewerage/Waste Water Treatment

Sewerage Treatment Plant or improvements to onsite wastewater management at Cullen
Bullen (1)
Water Treatment

Fluoridated water (1)
Respondents were asked to list up to 5 changes they would NOT like to see in the
LGA. Below is a list of their concerns for the area:
Health Services/Facilities

Reduction in health services (1)

Less medical facilities (1)
Retail/Business

More empty shops (2)

No more take away outlets (2)
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Down sizing of the CBD (1)
A decrease in business activities (1)
Further demise of the small arms factory (1)
More liquor stores or expansion of the Lithgow Workmens Club (1)
No more chain stores that sell cheap goods (1).
No more hairdressers (1)

Safety

More crime/vandalism (3)

Increased vandalism or graffiti (2)

Less Police presence (2)

Allow our drug and alcohol problems to increase (1)

Drunks in Main Street (1)

Fewer groups of young people late at night (1)

Increase in number of young people without direction wandering aimlessly (1)
Growth/Development

Flats and houses like Barton Avenue (1)

Not like to see more public housing (1)

Housing development in Hassans Walls Road (1)

High rise buildings (1)

Status quo – disproportionate aged population (1)

Becoming a large retirement village (1)

Too many people (1)

Population decline/People moving away (2)

Industrial in Portland (1)

All the rural land disappear (1)

Static development (1)

More buildings like State Debt (1)

Rapid growth (1)

NO growth (1)

Large chunks of beautiful country swallowed in housing and industry (1)

Cullen Bullen de-valued due to mining (1)

No more open cut coal mines (1)

More mines (10

More stupid LUS (1)

Less industry (1)

Urbanisation (2)

The vacant block in Mort Street (near Council works) (1)

More rural subdivisions (1)

Rezoning of rural lands (1)

Keeping the town in the 1960’s (1)

Unplanned or badly planned development (1)

Over-regulation dissuading newcomers (1)

Break-up of viable farmland (1)

Commercial growth outside CBD (1)
Infrastructure

Further backward in upgrading infrastructure (1)

Loss of facilities (1)

Less maintenance of public facilities and/or downgrading of them (1)
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History/Heritage

Each towns history destroyed (1)
Other






To see it going the way it is now (4)
Loss of pride in arts, sport, infrastructure (1)
Lithgow go downhill (1)
Loss of character (1)
To degrade Lithgow standards (1)

Transport

Reduction in transport services (1)

Same old concrete road in Main Street (1)

Do not want increase in speed limits (1)

Do not want increase in trucks (1)

Worsening of minor roads (1)

Less traffic in Main Street (1)

New Bells Line Road that bypasses Lithgow (1)
Parks, Gardens, Open Space Areas

Not like to see trees chopped down (3)

No selling of parklands and/or cemetery grounds (1)

Lovely streets lined with trees (1)
Employment

Further decline in employment (4)

Continuing to rely on the coal industry as our major employer (1)
Governance/Civic Leadership

I would like to see the same Councillors/Mayor (1)

Visions for the future stifled (1)
Tourism

No more emphasis on tourism (1)

Closing of state forest to public (1)
Aquatic Centre

Building aquatic centre (1)
Waste Management

Our bushland full of rubbish due to landfill closures (1)

Dumping of noxious waste (1)
Education

Less education opportunities (1)

Less playgroups or preschools (1)
Sporting/Recreation Facilities

Loss of Golf Club (1)
Environment

Destruction of landscape due to open cut mining (2)

Rape of environment by developers (1)
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Maintain the current natural areas as is (1)

Respondents were asked to describe their “Ideal Lithgow Region in the future”. The
following is a list of community visions and ideals for the future.






























Lithgow is a friendly town with good services – affordable housing. Keep it this way.
CRIME FREE!!!! More employment opportunities.
Maybe more trees etc along paths etc more green. I know the Council attempts to plant,
trees etc then vandals snap them in half or pull them out which is sadly frustrating to see
but please keep trying.
Clean. Upgrade. Public input. Working together on all areas.
Accessible to technology. Upgraded access to Sydney basin.
Booming!!! Industry for the young and retail for the people.
A safer place to live with more options for going out to eat.
A safe and happy town to live in for the old and young, and for us all to accept and respect
each other.
Not to commercialised but the things we need have to be maintained.
A happening place with good future for young people.
I’m not unhappy with things as they are.
Looking outside the Lithgow 50km/h signs, there is so much in our small towns that get
rail roaded over by Lithgow, Lithgow, Lithgow. Invite everyone in the Lithgow Council to
come out to Portland and drive your car on our roads. EVERY STREET. If you are worried
about the damage your car will get will be very happy to come and pick you up and bring
you out to our small town or even better try and walk home from any of the
pubs/RSL/bowling or Golf Club in the dark, sober and really, really see how bad our roads
really are and how dark it is. How many of you would even consider this.
A vibrant area that people want to come to.
A thriving area with vibrant villages and CBDs which provide economic and educational
opportunity through business, industry and creative industry.
A lovely successful area with a major motor by-pass.
Well managed environmentally friendly development. Great employment opportunities for
everyone. Good education and health services that save people travelling to other centres.
Move away from coal as it has a finite time left.
Shrubs, trees all over Lithgow. Plenty of work. Those two Aldermen gone.
Much the same as it is now. It is one of the nicest towns and is in a unique setting with
bush, mountains, farms and a lovely centralised shopping area. Love it.
More shops, business, restaurants, cafés. An indoor pool. Clean up the ‘eyesores’ in town.
People who own their own properties should be forced to landscape if they are unwilling to
develop them.
Retain current lifestyle options but encourage developing in outlying village and small
towns i.e. Wang and Portland.
Emphasis on recreation for youth.
To be growing because if you’re not growing you’re dying.
A city where residents can feel safe in their own houses – less young people drinking and
hanging around shopping areas.
Money spent on tourism especially the Hassans Walls/Bracey Lookout Precinct, Lithgow
Bushwalking tracks and local historical buildings.
Great cafés. Good shopping. More tourist opportunities with places people will enjoy
going e.g. Hassans Lookout.
Vibrant, yet charmingly country style. Celebrating heritage and history with modern
growth.
If it continues to improve as it has over the 20 years since I first visited here – I would be
very pleased for future residents etc.

2011 Community Satisfaction Survey
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Happy place to raise families.
Festivals, choirs, drama groups (for kids mainly), youth drop i centres an area famous for
its enlightened and imaginative approach to the problems which face young people (i.e.
boredom).
Clean, non-threatening environment.
Better than what it is now.
One where there are jobs for our young people, more inclusive, vibrant cultural life & CBD.
A place that people are proud to call home and not look for the first opportunity to
"escape" as our children have felt the need to.
Relaxed outgoing community, welcoming to visitors & newcomers, comfortable with itself
& passionate for its lifestyle [I'm the supreme optimist!!].
A town with first rate parks and recreational facilities, street and road infrastructure,
environmental sustainability, community services (i.e. public hospital, library, sporting
facilities, aged and youth care services and public transport).
Frequent public transport to outlying areas (Wang and Portland) better street lighting,
more occupied shops, less Council infighting, bigger recycling bins.








Parks, Gardens and Open Space Areas
Over the past 12 months have you used the following facilities?
Usage of Parks, Gardens and Open Space Areas in Last 12 Months
40

Number of Respondents

35
30
25
20

2011

15
10
5
0
Walkways

Queen Elizabeth
Park

Blast Furnace
Park

Lake Pillans
Wetland

Other Parks or
Playgrounds

None

Location

Respondents were asked to provide the names of other Parks and Playgrounds they had visited
in the area that were not listed above. The following is a list of those provided and number of
respondents listing this facility.
Local








Parks and Recreation Areas
Clarence Pirie Park, Capertee (2)
Saville Park, Portland, (1)
Dog Park (1)
Endeavour Park (3)
Hassans Walls Lookout (1)
Lake Lyell (1)
Lake Wallace (10)
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Recreation Area at Mt Piper Power Station (1)
Merv Crane Park, Cullen Bullen (1)
Parks/Playgrounds at Portland (3)
Quota Park (1)
Walkway – Great Western Highway/South Bowenfels/Rabaul Street (1)

Parks and Recreation Areas out of the LGA.

Bathurst Adventure Playground (1)
Additional Comments

Lake Pillans – care needed.

Seats in paved area in Lithgow and resting area in Portland next to real estate and
newsagent etc.

Very satisfied.

If you have used any of the listed services and facilities please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied
Community Satisfaction with Parks, Gardens and Open Space Areas
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How important do you think the following facilities and services are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Parks, Gardens and Open Space Areas
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The following graph provides comparative information in relation to the levels of usage,
satisfaction and importance to the community. This is based on a Satisfaction and Importance
Rating of 5; Very Satisfied and Very Important.
Community Usage, Satisfaction and Importance Ratings for Parks, Gardens and
Open Space Areas
Street Lighting

5

Community Gardens

5
4

Facility/Service

Signage and Interpretation
Creative/Interactive Spaces

51
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27

Greenspace

5

Gardens
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40
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Other Parks Or Playgrounds
12

Lake Pillans Wetland

Satisfaction
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Queen Elizabeth Park
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0

Importance
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Blast Furnace Park

Usage
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Comparison

Additional Comments
Parks/Playgrounds

Parks and Garden staff do a very good job of maintaining assets.

Adventure playground and fitness obstacle course can be a healthy active option. Built
correctly will last for years of use. Refer Bathurst Adventure and Richmond Fitness/Bike
Track.
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Please install the proposed adventure playground at Lake Wallace at Wang so its central to
Capertee, Portland and Lithgow.
An Adventure Playground and district level parks in Wang and Portland making greater use
of existing facilities such as Lake Wallace Foreshores is important.
Kept clean and in good working order.

Queen Elizabeth Park

Queen Elizabeth Park needs toilets for children near the play equipment.
Blast Furnace Park

Larger sign need to Blast Furnace in Inch Street
Clarence Pirie Park, Capertee

Clarence Pirie Park and the adjacent lands need to be further developed. This is a very
busy place for travellers and locals and is a first impression for our area.
Lake Wallace Recreation Area

Lake Wallace needs better BBQ’s near playground equipment. Also make a bigger “beach”
area at the sailing club i.e. more sand. Otherwise always looks great, well done.
Gardens
Too many plantings that are not maintained – makes Lithgow look trashy.
Walkways and Cycleways.

Adventure playground and fitness obstacle course can be a healthy active option. Built
correctly will last for years of use. Refer Bathurst Adventure and Richmond Fitness/Bike
Track.

Footpaths need wheelchair access at street corners. Don’t like seeing motorised
wheelchairs forced onto streets e.g. Rabaul Street.

Cullen Bullen urgently needs walkways and cycleways.

Need to keep paths clear, trim edges where overgrown.
Creative/Interactive Spaces

We need to become more creative in the development of our open space areas and
parklands. Providing interesting levels and layers of interpretation for everyone.
Signage/Interpretation

Larger sign needed to Blast Furnace in Inch Street

Need better/more signage on Main Street to facilities located on other side of railway as
not everyone has a GPS. Even “locals” don’t know what is located there e.g. Band Hall and
Mitchell Conservatorium.

Signage needs improvement.
Street lighting

Street lights are too far apart

Street lighting insufficient in most parts of Lithgow.
Hassans Walls Lookout

This place of unparallel beauty needs DRASTIC upgrade. At least an environmental toilet
like the one at the Newnes Glow Worm facility.
Seating
Seats needed for oldies, cripples like me, mums and dads.
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Other

1st priority to me would be essential services water, sewerage etc.

All the attention/maintenance seems to go to the sporting areas which are under utilised
and for the select few!

All is overlooked in smaller towns – mostly lighting and signage for out of towners when
highway closed because of accident. They get lost.

Needed more than Cultural Officers.

Very, should be more encouraged.

Sporting and Recreation Facilities
Over the past 12 months have you used the following facilities?

Usage of Sporting and Recreation Facilities in the last 12 months

Number of Respondents

25
20
15
2011
10
5
0
Sporting
Ovals

Lithgow War Portland Pool Tony Luchetti Wallerawang
Memorial
Sportsground Indoor Sport
Olympic Pool
and
Recreation
Centre

Lithgow
Basketball
Stadium

Skate Parks

None of the
Above.

Facility
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If you have used any of the listed facilities please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied

Number of Respondents

Community Satisfaction with Sporting and Recreation Facilities
10
9
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1
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Sporting Ovals

Lithgow War
Memorial
Olympic Pool

Portland Pool
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Sportsground

Wallerawang
Indoor Sport and
Recreation
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Lithgow
Basketball
Stadium

Skateparks

1

Level of Satisfaction
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How important do you think the following facilities are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Sporting and Recreation Facilities

Number of Respondents
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Sportsground

Wallerawang
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The following graph provides comparative information in relation to the levels of usage,
satisfaction and importance to the community. This is based on a Satisfaction and Importance
Rating of 5; Very Satisfied and Very Important.
Community Usage, Satisfaction and Importance Ratings for Sporting and Recreation
Facilities
Skate Parks
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Facility
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Additional Comments
Swimming Pool/Aquatic Centre

The loss of the learners pool and paddling pool to young families is GREAT. When our
children were learning to swim these facilities were VITAL in developing their confidence to
go into the water until they were actually big enough to be able to stand up at the shallow
end of the main pool. What are families with young children to do now?????? I am one of
those people who would like an indoor pool that can be used all year as it would be
beneficial to my health and wellbeing.

The heated indoor pool is long overdue. Hope its development/construction is undertaken
properly and that we achieve an asset we can be proud of.

Lithgow needs and deserves a heated indoor pool.

This current plan for a aquatic centre is a demining indictment upon Council.

Too expensive and not economically viable to have our own aquatic centre.

After 20 years of living here, I hear the same constant complaints about the lack of an
indoor pool. It is always in the “planning”.

Aquatic Centre is essential for society in cold climate. STOP procrastinating. Build a big
Centre now.

Not interested in our rates being wasted on aquatic centre.
Sporting Ovals

Sporting Ovals are essential.

Where is the toilet that was going to replace the old one at Watsford/Conran Oval?

As a spectator only. Toilet paper is urgently needed at Watsford/Conran area.
Tony Luchetti Sportsground

Sportsgrounds are generally well looked after. Glad for the upgrade.
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Skate






parks
Why hasn’t the Skatepark a toilet and shade area?
No shade at the skate park – need some.
A clean tidy skate park encourages cleanliness.
Skatepark needs shade sail over tall area.
Skate parks need supervision makes on stop drug stop for pedlars.

Hassans Walls and Associated Lookouts

Hassans Walls and associated lookouts need to be maintained and upgraded e.g. bitumen
access, formed walkways.
Old Squash Courts

Reopening squash courts, any venue for people to be part of the community is important.

Now that the squash courts are gone, they can no longer have a ‘hit’ whenever they
wanted.
Tennis Courts

No convenient access to Tennis Courts.
Portland Pool

Portland Pool is a very important facility. Even if not mentioned by you.
Marjorie Jackson Oval

A dirt road behind and around on one side is unkempt in regards to the soccer field.
Other

All sporting places are very important even more so the little ones like
Portland/Wang/Cullen. We don’t need to go to Lithgow for everything.

Recreation of all sorts is vital

There needs to be further business planning and development for these areas so that they
compete on a higher level with areas such as Bathurst.

As long as these facilities are well kept, clean and in good order they become a plus asset.

Never enough sealed parking (never enough parking at all) at any of the facilities.

As I am 82, I really don’t need a lot of the facilities but believe they are necessary.

Sport should be more encouraged.
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Community Buildings
Over the past 12 months have you used the following facilities?
Usage of Community Buildings in last 12 months
40
Number of Respondents

35
30
25
2011

20
15
10
5
0
Civic Ballroom

Union Theatre

Crystal Theatre

Administration
Centre

Public Toiles

Other Community
Halls

Community Building

When asked to provide details of other community halls utilised the following list was supplied:

Albert Street Hall (1)

Fatima Hall (2)

Old Hartley Schoolhouse Hall (2)

Lithgow City Band Hall (1)

Mitchell Conservatorium (1)

Portland Community Hall (1)

Portland Masonic Hall (1)

Railway Station Toilets (1)

Red Cross Hall (1)

Hoskins Church Hall (1)

Vale of Clwydd Hall (2)

Wallerawang Playgroup Building for “Wallerawang Kids Club” (1)
Other Comments

Must be kept clean
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If you have used any of the listed facilities please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied

Community Satisfaction with Community Buildings
16
Number of Respondents

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Civic Ballroom

Union Theatre

Crystal Theatre

Administration
Centre

Public Toilets

Level of Satisfaction

Other Community
Halls
1

2

3

4

5

How important do you think the following facilities are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Cimmunity Importance Rating for Community Buildings

Number of Respondents

60
50
40
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20
10
0
Community Halls

Civic Centre

Administration
Centre

Public Toilets

Level of Importance
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The following graph provides comparative information in relation to the levels of usage and
community satisfaction. This is based on a Satisfaction Rating of 5; Very Satisfied.

Community Usage and Satisfaction for Community Buildings
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Additional Comments
Cemeteries

We need to rethink burial.

Good to see Council involved in Rural Cemeteries.

Interpretation needs to be developed for our cemeteries. They are wonderful places
providing a great social history of the area.
Civic Ballroom

Lithgow needs a face lift of our civic ballroom.

A Business and Marketing Plan needs to be developed for the Civic Ballroom
Civic Centre

We need a civic centre to be proud of – the Theatre Royal.
Community Halls

Community halls need constant upgrades – paint, lighting, technology. Don’t let halls get
rundown. They will always be needed by the Community.
Council Administration Centre

The Council administration centre is outdated and needs major renovation.
Picture Theatre

Need picture theatre to replace old theatre royal/workies burnt out auditorium.
Public Toilets

Public toilets reflect our community to tourists. Also our citizens deserve a clean modern
facility in various placed around town.

Public toilets are a disgrace. The Ladies toilet in Pioneer Park, top end of Main Street is an
embarrassing relic. Council should be ashamed.

Public toilets are terrible at present.
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The public toilets in Lithgow are an absolute disgrace, especially Queen Elizabeth and
Endeavour parks where visitors are expecting some sort of quality standard of facility!
Some toilets need better security to lessen vandalism ie. Wang Dam and Portland near
pool.
Lithgow public toilets disgraceful.
Need upgrade, more signs and lighting
So hard to keep public lavatories in a presentable fashion – perhaps they should be inside
public buildings – admin centre, library etc. Maybe if this were the case they would be less
likely to be used for anti-social purposes.
There should be public toilets in Cook Plaza as this is important for visitors and parents of
young children.
Public toilets need to be secured and safe for all to use.
Public toilets are badly needed in Main Street for shoppers; Queen Elizabeth Park toilets
are not close enough.
The public toilets are a DISGRACE. I would not use any of them. We should all be
ashamed of our lack of public amenities.

Tourist Centre

Need tourist centre in Main Street for those arriving by train.
Union Theatre

Union Theatre costs including deposits are too prohibitive for not for profit organisations
trying to bring quality visiting artists/performers to Lithgow. The performers have to be
paid and so Council regards it as a commercial venture. As a result the NFP bears the
brunt of the cost and loses money. This is discouraging for those organisations and they
may not want to bring quality entertainment to Lithgow in the future. Lithgow will lose out
to Bathurst again. I for one travel to Bathurst regularly to see top quality Australian
performers because they by pass Lithgow.
Vale of Clwydd Hall

Vale of Clwydd Hall desperately needs pathway from hall to toilet block.
Other

These things will always be needed and should be well looked after. They are the history
of some towns and keep the towns alive.

All are very essential.
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Art and Cultural Facilities
Over the past 12 months have you used the following facilities?
Usage of Art and Cultural Facilities in the Last 12 months
40
Number of Respondents

35
30
25
2011

20
15
10
5
0
Lithgow Library Portland Library

Wallerawang
Library

Rydal Library

Eskbank House Other Cultural
Museum
Facility

None

Facility

When asked to provide details of other cultural facilities had been utilised the following list was
supplied:

Mitchell Conservatorium (1)

Portland Art Weekend (1)

SAF Museum (1)

State Mine Heritage Park (1)

Union Theatre (1)

If you have used any of the listed facilities please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied
Community Satisfaction with Arts and Cultural Facilities
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Portland Library
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Level of Satisfaction
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The following graph provides comparative information in relation to the levels of usage and
community satisfaction. This is based on a Satisfaction Rating of 5; Very Satisfied.
Community Usage and Satisfaction for Arts and Cultural Facilities
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How important do you think the following facilities are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Arts and Cultural Facilities
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Additional Comments
Arts/Cultural Centre

Why not commit to build a Cultural/Arts Centre that brings together the majority of these
organisations/facilities into one location? E.g. Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre in
Penrith not only is a performance venue, it has a conservatorium with teaching studios and
rehearsal rooms attached as well as spaces to display some of the many art works owned
by the Council and visiting exhibitions.
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Lithgow needs a modern approach for art and cultural facilities. A cultural centre can
embrace local artists, local heritage and history. Include a museum and gallery
exhibitions. Motivate the locals and invite tourists.
Arts and cultural centre is a must.

Cultural Precinct

Cultural Precinct(s) need to be inclusive all ALL cultural organisations within the city and
not limited to one very small area. A number were left out of the Cultural Precinct study
because they were not at the top end of Main Street or were not in Lithgow itself.

The current attempt to make a Lithgow Cultural Precinct is half hearted and half baked! Let
alone underfunded!

The Cultural Precinct concept is extremely important and definitely needs to be future
developed to create opportunity for local artists, performers and young people.
Eskbank House Museum

There needs to be a greater level of commitment to Council’s cultural facilities and
collections. Particularly Eskbank. It is an important resource for the community.
Galleries

The old library would make a perfect art gallery.

Why can’t we have an art gallery where all the art stored away could be seen not only by
us but also by visitors? It is sad Lithgow does not have an art gallery the same as other
cities and towns.
Libraries

Library is for everyone. It is not given enough support or funding. Staff are generally
good. Some are excellent.

Library selection is very unsatisfactory. More diverse books are needed.

Libraries are great for young and older people.

Upgrade of Portland Library to cater for disabled has left everybody else disadvantaged as
reduced number of books. The Librarian is there to help people with that need help.

Library is on the wane.
Museums

Museum is needed to show our past history in the iron industry, SAF, mining etc.

Museums – Lithgow is rich in history. What is happening with the State Mine? Sharing
with Tourist info centre?

Council should promote the Portland facilities – Charlie Pinch’s Museum.
Union Theatre

Union Theatre is very good.
Other

A lot more public awareness and input.

More of above. More visitors = more money.

I go out of town for virtually any form of entertainment. There is no where to go. I just
want to leave Lithgow.

Lithgow needs to encourage and promote tourism whenever possible. We live in a
beautiful area. Tell People.

Choices of cultural pursuits are essential.

All are essential.
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Of all levels of govt, local councils are the most accountable and the least well financed but
a bit more money spent on Library resources and a council run heated pool would be
great.

Water and Sewer
What type of water supply are you connected to?
Type of Water Supply
45

Number of Respondents

40
35
30
25
2011
20
15
10
5
0
Town

Tank

Other

Supply Type

Are you connected to the sewerage system?
The majority of respondents (33) were connected to the sewerage system with 22 not connected
and 2 respondents not indicating either way.

If you have used any of the listed services please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied
Community Satisfaction with Water Supply and Sewerage Management
18
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16
14
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Water Supply
Sewerage Management

8
6
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Satisfaction Level
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Additional Comments
Cullen Bullen

Cullen Bullen desperately needs access to better onsite waste water treatment as our
systems are failing.

Cullen Bullen urgently needs sewerage.

So much trouble with septic in subsidence areas. I am not in a subsidence area but
blasting by Coalpac has resulted in a crack in my tank. Wish I had sewerage.
Sewerage Treatment Plants

New sewerage works excellent.

Upgrade sewage processing has increased rates.
Water Supply

Very pleased with the quality of my water supply.

Too many accidents by uninformed Tradies accidentally cutting my water supply.

Water supply is not always clean – particularly after supply “outage” last water rate
increase was very steep.

Water pressure needs a look at.

Water could be a significant problem if population expands. Repair/replacement of old
pipes is going to be a major cost.

Water supply costs too high.
Other

How about lowering prices

I am unaware of how the sewerage is managed.

Water and sewerage rates are far to high and don’t allow for watering and maintenance of
home gardens which in turn make a town attractive. No wonder the street tree plan
doesn’t’ work.

Very important

Keep systems upgraded with current and environmental sound technology.
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Waste Management
46 of the 57 respondents received the general garbage services. Of those 47 respondents 25
also used landfills and 7 noted that they used landfills and/or waste transfer stations in addition
to the collection service.
Of the 10 respondents who did not receive the general garbage services, 5 utilised landfill and 4
utilised waste transfer stations. 1 respondent from Meadow Flat utilised both Landfill and Waste
Transfer Stations.

If you have used any of the listed services please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied
Community Satisfaction with Waste Management
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5
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Collection
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Green Waste
Collection
Level of Satisfaction
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How important do you think the following facilities are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Waste Management
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The following graph provides comparative information in relation to community satisfaction and
importance ratings. This is based on a Satisfaction and Importance Rating of 5; Very Satisfied
and Very Important.
Level of Satisfaction and Importance Comparisons for Waste Management
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Additional Comments
Clean Up Collections

More frequent Council clean ups are needed.

In Cullen we do not get the advantage of clean up collections or green waste collections.
Illegal Dumping

Charge for dumping – No more Tidy Towns!!!
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Transfer of dump to Blackman’s Flat could lead to increased dumping of rubbish.
We are greatly concerned that the closure of the landfills at Cullen Bullen and Capertee will
lead to illegal dumping in the surrounding bushland. Stopping people from outside the
area dumping illegally in our landfills needs to start now.

Greenwaste Collection

Greenwaste collection procedures and frequency are too restrictive for this program to
successfully be used by all ratepayers.

In Cullen we do not get the advantage of clean up collections or green waste collections.
Garbage Collection Service – Street Bins

The garbage bins in the main street of Portland are not emptied enough and the bins need
washing as the lids are filthy and unhygienic.
Recycling

There should be much larger recycling bins.

A choice of bins (wheelies) might encourage more recycling – little black bins are too
heavy filled with bottles for an aged/disabled person.

Recycling system, both collection and at landfill tip, is useless and non-productive.

I am unaware of how much of our recycling is actually recycled.

I do wish for a garbage bin for recycling as I find it heavy to lift.

Its about time Lithgow caught up with other areas where they have 3 bins at least and
general rubbish bin is the smallest of these bins. Give us a LARGE recycling bin NOT A
crate that is TOO SMALL, and a bin for green waste. We also need to have a bi-annual (at
the very least) E-waste collection.

Larger recycle bin would be helpful.

Make recycling an industry. Employ locals and advance in new technologies.

Need a large recycle container and a smaller rubbish bin.

No oil recycling should have one and should have wheelie bins for recycling.

Computer waste should be added to and made separate from this collection.

Recycling crates are a damn pest. Much rather another ‘wheelie’ bin. Preferably without
rates increase.

Recycling needs to be better, way, way better.

Recycling small bin system hopeless.

We urgently need a LARGE recycling bin – not the useless black ‘bin’.
Toxic Waste Collection

Noxious/Toxic Waste collections by Council should be run at least twice annually.
Waste Transfer Station

At Meadow Flat we use the Transfer Station.

Wolgan Valley Newnes needs transfer station.
Other

Nothing much leaves our property but feel all are necessary for a lot of people not so
lucky.

Yes – most essential.
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Street and Road Infrastructure
Please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied
Community Satisfaction with Street and Road Infrastructure
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How important do you think the following infrastructure is?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
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The following graph provides comparative information in relation to community satisfaction and
importance ratings. This is based on a Satisfaction and Importance Rating of 5; Very Satisfied
and Very Important.
Level of Satisfaction and Importance for Street and Road Infrastructure
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Additional Comments
Footpaths

I’ve had two falls on uneven footpaths – my shoe catches on the higher piece of concrete
down I go! I know – lack of $$$, to many little streets.

The laneway opposite the NAB running beside the Library is very badly in need of repaving. I have nearly fallen several times – the surface is rough and sloped. Very difficult
to wheel my shopping trolley home.
Urban Streets and Lanes

At the risk of sounding like a broken record the streets in Portland have holes so big a
basketball can be put in them whole. Walking home from the Main Street of Portland day
or night is dangerous.

East Portland bitumen roads are a disgrace – patch on patch, when it is not pot hole after
pot hole. I have destroyed tyres on this section of road.

For a small town, our urban streets are embarrassing. I find rural gravel roads in better
condition. Step up; make the road gang more efficient. (South Bowenfels respondent).

Lithgow covers a large area but some roads even in town are bad. Try Coalbrook Street,
Hermitage Flat. It’s a mess and has a lot of heavy truck activity and speeding cars
bounding through pot holes.

Ordnance Avenue is among many streets that need repairing.

The state of Coalbrook Street at the bridge is a terrible bone shaking ride. Also Inch Street
is in need of road works.

The streets in Lithgow are shocking. Full of potholes. Doesn’t appear to be a re-paving
plan. Second rate patch-up jobs fail as soon as it rains.

More town re-paving in Lithgow is needed there will always be a need for better
maintenance.

We live in Portland. The roads are sub standard.
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Rural Bitumen Roads

Rydal-Wallerawang Road needs resurfacing for about 1KLM.
Rural Gravel Roads

Gravel roads need to be graded more often.

No drainage or edge grading done most important asset getting worse – no roads – no
LCC.
Other

All roads are important

All roads in district are awful. Urban roads are very rough. Rural roads abysmal.

Bitumen repairs to our roads end up on everyone’s cards. Perhaps the method needs to
be looked at.

Bitumen roads should be better maintained and holes fixed.

Money wasted on roads that are 90% okay. Money should have been spent on dangerous
lanes and dirt roads.

Patches on patches seems to be the favoured method of road maintenance. Loose
bitumen fill is gone in a day!

Patches over patches over patches. Not good enough. The Council people employed
doing these works are very helpful.

Pot holes damage cars not helpful to drivers or passengers.

Some of the roads in and around the area need an upgrade. Takes too long to do it when
Council eventually does act.

The roads around Lithgow are a disgrace. Also “Coles” shopping car park should be
upgraded if not by Council then force Coles to do it.

There is a great variation in the standard of many of the streets and roads within the
Council area. I realise that problems arise due to weather and that there are financial
constraints to road maintenance but some streets are literally just continual potholes
and/or patches on patches.
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Town Centres and Public Spaces
If you have used any of the listed facilities, please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied
Community Satisfaction with Town Centres and Public Spaces
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How important do you think the following services are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Town Centres and Public Spaces
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The following graph provides comparative information in relation to community satisfaction and
importance ratings. This is based on a Satisfaction and Importance Rating of 5; Very Satisfied
and Very Important.
Level of Satisfaction and Importance for Town Centres and Public Places
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Additional Comments
Bus Shelters

Better lighting at bus shelters.

Eastern Mort Street Bus Shelter in very dangerous spot on top of hill and near bend in
road.

Do you mean Bus Shelters that were built in the fifties or the non-existing ones (e.g.
shopping centre).

With aging population more disabled parking may be necessary as will bus shelters given
our harsh winter climate.
Parking

With aging population more disabled parking may be necessary as will bus shelters given
our harsh winter climate.

White lines for parking in Main Street would widen the traffic lanes.
Street Café Culture

3pm on a Saturday or Sunday afternoon there is no where to have a coffee or meet friends
only McDonalds? Its disgusting. We have to go east or west to dine most of the time.
What café culture? Lithgow is a ghost town.

Cafés on footpaths very good – add to vibrant community atmosphere providing
pedestrians access not impeded.

Street café culture particularly weekends open up the main street to visitors to linger
awhile and maybe visit again.
Street Lighting

Street lighting is very important.

Street lighting generally good in town but is poor on residential sections of highway
through South Bowenfels from La Salle to Strathlone. Hillcrest has better lighting than the
highway. If it wasn’t for the hospital that area would be quite dark.
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Vibrant CBD’s

I don’t think Council does enough to encourage shops into the CBD or the plaza. We need
the shops here to be able to ‘shop in town’.

Main Street, Lithgow is in a poor shape. Unkempt buildings, empty and dirty shops. I do
like the paved footpaths, flower beds and working clock. This is the street locals use
everyday – and the street our tourists judge us on. Brighten up with flags, flowers and a
fresh coat of paint.

Master planning/Main Street Programs need to be developed and linked to the cultural
precinct to create more vibrant CBD’s in Lithgow, Wang and Portland to help to drive
economic growth and reduce empty shopfronts.

Need more retail in CBD then it will be vibrant – maybe Council can help there.

The laneway opposite the NAB running beside the library is very badly in need of repaving. I have nearly fallen several times - the surface is rough & sloped. Very difficult to
wheel my shopping trolley home. – No matter what is done it could never be perfect.

The Coles complex has pulled people out of Main Street. Need to attract more business to
fill empty Main Street shops.

There is no vibrant CBD. Portland comes close – Lithgow is boring and a waste of space.

Valley Shopping Centre has killed the heart out of Main Street. Reopen Cook Street Plaza
to traffic – Plaza has not worked! Seems like a haven for out of town “Charity” groups to
entrap people.

What vibrant CBD? Some cafes are doing very well in this regard but not many are open 7
days a week. Visitors and locals have limited choice particularly after 12 on Saturday and
all day Sunday. Well done to those businesses who do open.
Other

Let these fall down. No LCC.

Littering is a problem. Enforcement is needed. The early morning foot path cleaner is
excellent, very committed!! Needs high praise.

Why is this only asking about Lithgow? I am 1 of very many SICK of paying rates to be
only spent in BLOODY Lithgow. Try walking home SOBER from the pub out here
(Portland).
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Drainage and Flood Management
Please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied
Community Satisfaction with Drainage and Flood Management
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How important do you think the following services are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
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The following graph provides comparative information in relation to community satisfaction and
importance ratings. This is based on a Satisfaction and Importance Rating of 5; Very Satisfied
and Very Important.
Level of Satisfaction and Importance for Drainage and Flood Management
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Additional Comments
Farmers Creek

As I back onto Farmers Creek it is in need of removal of fallen trees and weeds.

More input into Farmers Creek.
Farmers Creek Flood Plain Mitigation Works

Congratulations on flood mitigation works carried out so far – recent downpours have
highlighted how much better Farmers Creek is now.

How much money has been spent on the Farmers Creek Flood works overkill that could
have been distributed to other flooding problems when we get a little downpour?
Roadside Drainage

Roadside drainage near non existing main asset (roads) falling out of existence.
Urban Drainage

Drainage can still be improved in some areas e.g. between First Street and La Salle
although much better since the “natural” drain was dug out and cleared of excessive
vegetation and rubbish.

Crossing near garbage tip needs a bridge.

Drainage needs to be fixed near the viaduct in Main Street.

The state of Coalbrook street at the bridge is a terrible bone shaking ride also inch street is
in need of road works

Sudden downpours floods roads (Cooerwull) under overhead rail tracks.
Other

McKanes Bridge on Cox’s needs replacement.

Rydal/Hampton road needs resheeting in places.

Having lived in flood prone areas for many years I understand importance of long-term
planning and management.
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I really can’t comment – all depends on the rainfall.
Keep the system flowing.
These are way behind as shown by early 2011 heavy rain and water flow.

Environmental and Sustainability Initiatives
Only 6 respondents had volunteered or participated in a community environmental Landcare
program in the past 12 months listing the following activities:

Clean Up Australia Day

NSW Farmers Federation Land Management

Planted trees in Portland Common with the Cubs

Hartley Lands Trust

Cullen Bullen Tidy Towns

How important do you think the following services are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Environmental and Sustainability Initiatives
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Additional Comments
Environmental Education

Environmental Education Program is the problem – always extreme “greens” view point.
Farmers Markets

Farmers markets – please encourage. Won’t have to go to Bathurst.
Made in Lithgow Enterprise Programs

What Made In Lithgow Enterprise Programs?
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Weed Management Programs

As a large rural property owner, I feel there needs to be better education by Council or
UMCC on weed identification and management for small block owners. Many are unaware
of how to identify weeds such as Serrated Tussock and how to manage it. Which makes it
difficult for those of us who do.

Since the removal of weeds at Blast Furnace Park the bricks are falling in – need of
repairing.

Weed management very important.
Vegetation Management

Vegetation management for clearer visibility at intersections is vital. Whilst I applaud
roadside and median strip plantings these must be regularly maintained so that clear
visibility is maintained for drivers entering major roads thereby avoiding accidents.
Vegetation management also needed for clear visibility from our wonderful lookouts and
for bushfire management. A pat on the back to Council staff for clearing road verges of
dead wildlife in a timely manner.
Other

Not in Lithgow

Past all that

Provides employment, community satisfaction, personal responsibility. Local projects
support local people.

The ongoing of these projects are very important.

Tourism
The majority of respondents (40) had attended or participated in a local events and festivals over
the past 12 months. Respondents were asked to name any events they had attended and the list
below indicates the diverse range of festivities in the Lithgow region with Celebrate Lithgow
having been attended by a large number of the respondents.




















All in Portland (2)
Anzac Services (2)
Australia Day (2)
Celebrate Lithgow (18)
Daffodils at Rydal (1)
Dawn Service Easter Morning at Blast Furnace Park (1)
Easter Festival in Portland (1)
Easter Show (1)
Ironfest (7)
Lithgow Show (3)
McHappy Day (1)
Many events as part of Quota (1)
Mitchell Conservatorium Visiting Artists Program (1)
Portland Art Show and Festival (3)
Portland Walnuts (1)
Rydal Show (3)
Tidy Towns Awards (3)
Various events for charity (1)
Volunteered at the Go Kart Races (1)

How important do you think the following services are?
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1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Tourism
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Additional Comments
Festivals and Event Management

Celebrate Lithgow really shows what Lithgow can do maybe one day events could do the
same.

Every town needs these to survive and bring the towns people together for an event. The
smaller the town the bigger it should be.

Getting a festival that relates to the people of Lithgow always a problem (eg: blues
festival; Ironfest (now turned into New Age/Punk Festival); Lithgow Flash)

I have been unwell but I normally would attend most public events.

Love going to local events and go when we can.

More community involvement required.

My family come every year to Ironfest and Celebrate Lithgow. They just love it. Also
friends.

Not sure. The recent festival was great – the clean up superb and a credit to all.
Tourism Development

What tourist development? All items of tourism interest seem to be out of town and
inaccessible (e.g. Glow worms).

Need tourist info in Main Street near Railway Station.

Tourism is always important.

Tourism is an investment for the future. Lithgow has so many growth opportunities –
downhill motorbikes, bushwalking, adventure sports, cultural centre, music festivals, sport
events, parks etc.

Tourism Management weak.
Other





Absolutely essential to encourage money into the town and to keep Lithgow alive.
Of vital importance to growth of Lithgow and surrounding villages.
Please, please fix roads and facilities to Hassans Walls Lookouts.
Some of the staff at Tourist Centre are a bit lazy. Don’t go the extra yard to assist.
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Community Services
Of the 57 respondents over the past 12 months, 7 had used childcare services, 9 aged care
services and 2 other services which included Home Care and Gorrie Ban. One respondent noted
that they had utilised aged care services in the past, but now had full care of an elderly ill friend.
24 respondents volunteered as part of a local community group, service or organisation. The
following is a list of the volunteer services that the respondents participated in:

































I did work with Cullen Bullen Progress but I have physical limitations. (1)
Hospital (1)
Vale Ladies (2)
HHS HVale Mt B Trust - Chair both (1)
Hearts for Animals (1)
Greens Party (1)
Gorrie Ban (1)
Family History (1)
Cullen Bullen Tidy Towns (1)
Lithgow Moule Club (1)
Cooinda (1)
Church Group Activities (2)
1st Portland Scout Group (1)
Lithgow City Band (1)
Lithgow Arts Council (1)
Catholic Ball Committee (1)
Lithgow Show Society (2)
Paddy’s Possums Play Group (1)
Quota (1)
Inner Wheel (1)
Justice of the Peace (1)
Rotary (1)
Rural Fire Service (2)
New Sunny Corner & District Progress Association (1)
Rydal Show Society (2)
Rydal Showground Trust (1)
Rydal Village Association (1)
Scouts (1)
Tidy Towns (2)
HDPA – 1813 Crossing (1)
Wallerawang Kids Club (1)
Used to (2)
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How important do you think the following services are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Community Services
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Additional Comments
Aged Services

Aged Care Services always needed.

As Lithgow’s population ages we will need more aged care and disability services. The
providers of these services are doing a great job with limited funding.

Work in the aged care industry.
Crime Prevention and Law and Order Initiatives

Hotels should stop serving alcohol buy midnight.

Crime needs constant attention.

Crime prevention almost nil. Policing moved to Bathurst. Police not on duty at peak
periods.

Tidy trees prevent crime prevention and encourage tidiness.

More Liquor stores and longer/later opening hours of pubs and clubs doesn’t seem to be
helping crime prevention initiatives.

More police to oversee vandalism does not occur.

Most people I speak to about the problem of noisy, swearing young people in streets
support draconian laws and vigilante committees. I think that cops, council and schools
work together to educate kids and parents.

There should be more crime prevention in Lithgow too much crime and vandalism. More
police required.
Disability Access

Age and disability is very, very poor for our time and everywhere and always needs looking
into.

Fix car park at Plaza. Elderly people struggle with trolleys and shopping. Mothers and
children need level, smooth roads in car parks. Well lit and painted.

The footpaths needs to be more accessible to wheel chairs and motor scooters.
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Other

All are important but we can only do so much.

Growth
How important do you think the following services are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Growth
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Additional Comments
Economic Development

I go out of town at least weekly to go to the movies.

Growth is best with population growth. Educate current population to encourage small
business, community groups and care services.

Involve schools as often as possible – competitions, displays, eisteddfods etc. This brings
parents back to the town. Start a Youth Choir – this would be a 1st in the state and bring
much needed publicity and funds.

More local jobs are needed and employers, especially Council, should show preference to
local job applicants. There is a definite need for more FULL TIME positions for local young
people up to and including 30 y.o. Too many of our young people are forced to move
away in search of work because they can’t get a job in Lithgow despite qualifications.
There is a culture here of you (or your family) need to be “known” in order for you to get a
job – its NOT WHAT you know or what you are capable of but rather WHO you know that
helps you to gain employment.
Shopping Locally

You need to go out of town or shop online for most anything.

All – but I feel large businesses should put more effort in – not just “specials on past” use
by dates on items reduced. It is up to the owners to look to this “service” Fruit and veg
could do with more scrutiny (inspection).
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Bathurst is benefitting from our dollars not the local community as it presents better than
Lithgow.
I will always shop locally if I can – unfortunately that’s not always possible. Very little
competition available with shops here so they can ask ridiculous prices for some things.
Lithgow needs more shops. Some things you just can’t get here.
Need to get business back into Main Street. Grounds surrounding Coles need
maintenance.
People need all the encouragement to shop locally.
Shopping locally is beyond us in this day of chain stores and the demise of the family run
stores/businesses – no “need” for loyalty. Why not shop in larger centres where the same
chain stores are bigger and have a larger range to choose from? E.g. Bunnings (with no
parking spaces) and Harvey Norman Mini-shop).
Shopping locally most important
Shopping locally where possible.
We are a long way behind shopping communities both east and west of Lithgow. Our
shopping complex is a horror. Very pleasant to see more shops in Main Street occupied.

Management of Development

I do think we need an overhaul of the plaza centre.

Management and developed needs to be carried out and thought through with a lot of
residents towards economic development.

Management and encouragement of development.

Management of development can be described as haphazard at best. What idiots
permitted Sams Warehouse Complex to be built where it is? It should have joined the
Coles Valley Complex with parking and walkways.
Other

All of these are extremely important and very badly let down by lack of support and
interest by shops.

None of these areas covered by enough population in the city. Same after 40 years must
tell story.

Replace the people that call themselves management and employ people with enthusiasm
for the town and not themselves.
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Youth
Of the 57 respondents only 1 noted that they or a family member had used Youth Services during
the past 12 months and 7 indicated participation in Youth Activities by themselves or a family
member. Activities included:








Bands (1)
Skate Park (2)
PCYC (2)
Martial Arts (1)
1st Portland Scout Group (1)
Sport (1)
Swimming Pool (1)

How important do you think the following services are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Youth
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Level of Importance

Additional Comments
Other

Any hope aimed at Lithgow youth is important.

More is needed and very badly needed in the smaller towns.

My children are mostly beyond the age of “youth”. They didn’t need services and activities
supplied for them – they were resourceful enough to seek out and do what they wanted to
do and not just wander the streets aimlessly. Different generation and upbringing I
suppose.

Should not be Council talk.
Youth Activities

I don’t have young kids or teenagers now but there is nothing (apart from sport which is
becoming cost elitist) for kids or youth in this town anymore.
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Incredibly important – Get ‘em off the streets and on to basketball courts, into drama
groups, choirs etc.
Keep our youth busy. They need options of things they can access. Sport is great but not
all youth enjoy sports.
Skate Park is half complete (no shelter/toilets) and learners/baby pool now defunct. I
don’t think youth is a priority at the moment.
The kids need more to do cinema perhaps? Although great the current one will not get the
kids in.
There is nothing here to do and no transport to get to Bathurst or Katoomba to do
anything for the young people.
We need to improve the creativity and vibrancy of our public spaces to encourage activity.
The development and promotion of the Cultural precinct needs to be furthered to enable
everyone, including our youth to be involved in Creative/Cultural activities.
Wouldn’t a cinema complex be great? Please bring back a wading pool for our kids.
Yes all are. I would like to see more done to encourage Youth to attend such activities.
Youth need guidance and interesting activities or they will make up their own fun/mischief.
Less petty crime, if town has cool, cheap, places to chill out. Skate Park, BMX track,
Fitness park/youth park.
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Governance and Civic Leadership
If you have used any of the listed facilities, please rate your level of satisfaction.
1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Satisfied, 5 = Very Satisfied
Community Satisfaction with Governance and Civic Leadership
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How important do you think the following services are?
1 – Not Needed, 3 = Important, 5 = Very Important
Community Importance Rating for Governance and Civic Leadership
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The following graph provides comparative information in relation to community satisfaction and
importance ratings. This is based on a Satisfaction and Importance Rating of 5; Very Satisfied
and Very Important.

Level of Satisfaction and Importance Comparisons for Governance and Civic
Leadership
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Additional Comments

Council says one thing and does another. Very deceptive and condescending to
community members who question things.

Example LUS

This Council is getting to be very disappointing at the running of things in every aspect.

Where was the effective consultation on the so called aquatic centre? If we did not have
two or three Councillors standing up for the ratepayers there would not be a chance to
know about, let alone participate in Council decision! Why not a weekly survey like this
one? Council service a rapidly diminishing…… (The respondent provided a hardcopy











printed off of their survey instead of e-mailing it which resulted in the rest of the comment
not being included).
First RATE
Less arguments and more governance PLEASE!!!!!
Long-term Planning is essential.
More businesses for the kids to get training for trades.
Public opinion is low on Council services, members and efficiency of meetings and
decisions. Time for a good PR Officer and business manager.
Thank goodness for the website – that’s how I find out about a lot of Council’s services eg
rebates. However, most Council staff re very helpful when approached for information.
We all could make a lot more usage of our services.
When I go into Council and say I know something isn’t working correctly I object to some
underling saying that I should know. I find it insulting.
No comment, I am past taking an interest in such matters.
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Overall for the last 12 months, how satisfied are you with the performance of Council, not just
one or two issues but across all responsibility areas?
Dissatisfied
18 respondents noted that they were dissatisfied with Council’s overall performance and several
provided the following additional comments in response to this question:

They spend too much time back stabbing and in-fighting to do the job. Not enough
professionalism.

Land Use Strategy.

Sick of the Council taking rates but nothing being put back into the smaller regions of the
area.

We have 6 or 7 “labor” based Councillors who are obstructing consultative and constructive
government in this town – more liquor stores, larger workmen’s club, more sporting
facilities for the elite, Aquatic Centre without a pool (how absurd!) all current failures of
this Council. How about a democratic elected……(the respondent provided a hardcopy










printed off of their survey instead of e-mailing it which resulted in the rest of the comment
not being included).

We do not seem to be making any progress.
Unwilling to work with the ratepayers.
They are incompetent.
Replace Council.
I do believe our town needs to be promoted as a tourist attraction.
Still no business park or new industries.
1. The long-term neglect of the Pottery Estate area (behind Sam’s Warehouse) is a
disgrace. 2. The vacant lot Cnr Main Street & Lithgow Street Should be made into a park if
it can’t be sold.
We are not in town and have little contact with Council except in relation to our dangerous
road conditions where we are not satisfied that Council listens to community complaints.
Council favours Lithgow and forgets the rest.

Satisfied
The majority (32) of respondents were satisfied with Council’s overall performance and a number
of additional comments were provided in response to this question:

Still need full cooperation from all concerned.

We have a good Council.

Lose those “two older men” who waste everybody’s time.

But, with reservations. Council could show greater support for cultural organisations such
as the Lithgow City Band and Highland Pipe Band instead of giving assistance with one
hand and taking it all back with interest in rates and hire charges. I really don’t think that
there is enough recognition by Council for many of the volunteer organisations in Lithgow
and Surrounds. Councillors should get on with the job of running this “business” instead of
grandstanding. I’d like my children to be proud of their birthplace instead of having to
explain away the latest antics of some members of Council we splashed across the front
page of West Australian newspapers.

Public needs more input.

Councillors not unified in directing Council.

I think Council can do more to attract people into town. Too much squabbling between
Councillors at meetings.

Financial management needs a boost to allow Council to satisfy obligations and ratepayers.
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Very Satisfied
2 respondents were very satisfied with Council’s overall performance with one respondent
commenting as follows:


I think Lithgow Council does an exceptional job – seems to be less politicising and more
sincerity than many others.
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